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A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air. Edited by J. A. HANINIERION

ADMIRAL AND BUGLER—BOY.—Rear—Admiral E. C. T. Troubridge, C.B., reviewing a contingent of Serbian sailors at Monastir, was
amused by one little lad who complained that " they " did not teach him to fight but only to blow the bugle. (British Official Photograph.)
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THE GREAT ISSUES OF 7HE WAR

OUR IMPORTANT NEW SERIES

THE WAR'S EFFECT ON WOMAN'S WORK
BY MILLICENT GARRETT FAWCETT

7x-rRS. FAWCETT'S name is known wherever the subject of women's work is under considera'-'''' lion, and it is peculiarly gratifying to the Editor of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED to be
able to place before his readers the following eloquent and illuminating essay by her on a subject of
vital and increasing importance, The article carries ample evidence of the writer's authority, and it
is to be hoped the case it enters against the learned professions will not fall -on deaf ears. The widow
of one of the most able and popular of our Postmasters-General, the Right Hon. Henry. Fawcett, -the
sister of Dr. Garrett Anderson, and mother of the Miss Fawcett who was above the Senior Wrangler,
Mrs. Fawcett has been long known as an educationist. She is President of the National Union of
Women's Sutbrage Societies, the author of several valuable biographies and works on political economy,
and an Honorary LL.D. of St. Andrews University.

.

UITE early in the war—that is on August 27th, rapidly. The number of women thus employed, exclusive
1914—the executive committee of the National of servahts and outworkers, has increased in the last two
Union of Women's Suffrage Societies by a unani- years by 866,000 ; the outworkers are reckoned at 2,000,000,
mous vote memorialised the Government, urging the and the total number of women employed industrially
substitution of women for men in all suitable employments, at over 6,00o,000. Women have shown themselves comparticularly specifying armament work, in order to set petent to perform skilled work after a short period of
a larger number of men free for military service. Needless training, and their wage-earning power has correspondingly
to say, this- advice was disregarded at the time. It has increased. In munition work it is now by no means an
ince become the settled policy of the Government, and is unheard-of thing for a woman to be earning £z, L3, and even
known by the somewhat curious name of " dilution of
more per week.
labour."
Anti-Feminist Prejudices Shattered
The Government, far from seeking to depress the indusThe Trade Unions have been induced, partly by Government pressure and partly by their own keen desire to trial status of women, now does everything in its power
promote by every means in their power the triumphant to develop it. Fascinating books are issued by the Ministry
issue, of the present struggle, to relax, for the period of of Munitions and the War Office, with charming illustrathe war, their rules which excluded women from nearly tions, showing the capacity and versatility of women- in
all the skilled trades.
industry. The pictures show women ploughing and
Similar rules exclude women from many classes of pro- harrowing, tending animals, grooming and cleaning horses,
harvesting, unloading trucks, loading coal
fessional employment, but probably
and coke, stoking furnaces, cleaning
because the numbers affected are small
locomotives, and, of course, working in
as compared with the numbers, actual
the great armament firms and in many
and potential, in industry, no similar
other employments. The picture papers
movement backed by Government infollow suit, and the public are familiarised
fluence has thrown -down the barriers
with women managing the steam-plough,
which exclude women from the Law, the
women in charge of the King's stableS,
Civil Service and other professions.
and so forth.
These barriers may be brought down
All these new openings amount to a
in time, but in the opinion of many it
revolution in women's labour. The imwould have had a good moral influence
possibility of getting women into the
if the professions had been the first
skilled and well-paid trades had long
instead of being the last to abandon
been the despair of those who were
their rules which exclude women.
cleanly- with the problem of sweating.
If women had been introduced, for
Nine-tenths of the sweated labour before
instance, into the Government offices
the war was the labour of women.
at the beginning of the war, not as
Every now and then the tragedy of
mere typists and clerks, but also in the
fLiz;o:t& F,y the sweated women would be revealed
higher branches of the service, for trainMrs. Fawcett
to the public. A wretched woman
ing, many men of military age who are
would be brought before a magistrate for attempted suicide;
now detained as " indispensable " in Whitehall would
have been set free, probably to their great joy, for more and then it would come Out that her utmost possible earnings
active service in their country's cause. But it must be in making, say, Army breeches, had been is. a day, that
sorrowfully confessed that little or no capacity for looking the rent of her single room was 2S. 6d. a week, leaving
forward and planning for the supply of future national only 6d. a day for food, clothing, fuel and every other
needs was exhibited by the govermng classes. Women necessity of existence.
The new Opetino-s for women's work have, one may
doctors who organised complete hospital units, officered
entirely by women, were snubbed, discouraged, and refused hope, changed all this for ever. Industrial reconstructions
must, no doubt, take place after the war. A great many
recognition by the British Red Cross.
- All that is changed now ; but the survival of the Trade women whose husbands are now in the Army or Navy
Union spirit of eXclusion in the professions, long -after it will, if their men come back at the end of the war, return
had been recognised as pernicious M industry, is an example to ordinary domestic work in their own homes. On the
of how easy it is to see what " the othe,r fellows " ought other hand, many women will, unfortunately, not get
to do and how difficult it is to apply the same lesson their husbands back ; they will be widows or wives of
permanently disabled men. These women will have to
nearer home.
remain in industry as the main breadwinners of their
loitornen's Capacity and Versatility
families. No decent man could possibly urge the return
Early in 5956 a Government Committee was formed to a system which excluded them from the possibility of
for the express purpose of substituting women's labour earning good wages.
for men's wherever it was possible. This committee
Women have shown their industrial capacity during the
reported in March that it had found " women in all classes war in a way which has shattered many anti-feminist
eager to shoulder their share of the national burden," and
prejudices and preconceptions.
that they were showing undoubted capacity for doing so.
I3efore the war, except in London, there was practically
Since that time the extension of women's employment in no means of women obtaining technical instruction in the
industrial pursuits, formerly closed to them, has gone on
[Continued on Ease 454
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Winter's Icy Grip on the Western Front

Scene at a supply depot in France where the first winter snows have fallen,
concealing some--of the ravages of war but adding to the hardships of the
campaign. Our Army, well supplied and fed, is facing this winter with
higher confidence than ever.

Numbers cf Major Richardson's famous Airedales are on active service with the Army, and, as shown in this photograph of a dog on sentry
duty by the graves of two soldiers, are provided with gas—masks. Right : An Airedale on duty in a church destroyed by the Germans.
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skilled trades, and in London it was extremely inadequate.
Women were not even admitted to classes maintained
partly by Treasury grants and partly by the ratepayers.
Now these things are changed ; employers are beginning
already to start engineering and other factories run wholly
on women's labour, and there are many opportunities for
training. The Government has opened an instructional
workshop for the training of two hundred women in the
production of aero-engine parts and for initiation into
the mysteries of tool-setting. While in training they will
receive a maintenance grant, and they will be under the
charge of a woman engineer.
This is one of many indications that, as the phrase goes,
" the women have come to stay." It is certainly a gross
example of national waste when large numbers of persons
capable of doing skilled work should be condemned for life
to employments far below their natural capacity.
The question will, no -doubt, be asked : " What has
been the effect of all this on women themselves ? " I
should answer this question by saying : " Almost wholly
good." It has certainly helped them immensely to bear
the nervous strain of the war to know that they are able
to help in carrying forward work of first-class national
importance.
The knowledge that their industry is helping their men
who have offered themselves to their country has caused
the women to put a passion and zeal into their work Which
are beyond all praise. One has read, of course, generally
in papers very little in touch with working women's lives,
of examples of big wages foolishly spent on jewellery
and grand pianos—and, worse still, on drink. But when
one comes in contact with those who have made a careful
study of the facts these charges generally evaporate into
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very thin air indeed ; not, of course, that the good wages
earned have not in some instances been spent on finery
and other luxuries. Let the man or woman who has never
done the same cast the first stone !
No one would be,prepared to say that none of the money
had been wasted on drink, but after a most careful inquiry
made in twenty-eight towns and districts, and taking
evidence from thirty-two witnesses, the committee appointed
by the Government to inquire into the alleged excessive
drinking among women reported that excessive drinking
had taken place, but it was mainly among those who drank
before.
Gain in Dignity and Se11-Reliancs
The committee received no evidence that women
and girls who did not -drink before have taken in any
considerable numbers to drinking to excess in consequence
of the new conditions caused by the war.
There is much evidence on all sides of wise expenditure ;
children are better clothed and fed, homes have been made
more healthy and comfortable, a considerable amount of
saving has been initiated.
The over-fatigue caused by overtime has been, to a
large extent, prevented by better food and more of it.
I cannot help feeling that the character of the women
who have shared in this truly national work has been
uplifted and strengthened. They have known the sweets
of economic independence and the joy of service to a cause
they love. They have gained in dignity and self-reliance,
and the country has found in- their labour an asset which
will not be neglected in the future as it- has been in the
past.
Next Article :

THE BRITISH EMPIRE AFTER THE WAR
By Sidney Low

Members of the Women's Volunteer Reserve at lire—saving drill. They have now entered upon their duties as firewomen at the Holborn
Union Workhouse for aged women in Shepherdess Walk, City Rdad, London, E.C.
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Dropping the Fire Curtain in the Theatre of War

Advancing British troops passing a battery s'ted above the road. Close examination of this photograph reveals great cheerfulness
in the faces of the men and mutual intehest and confidence between the two arms of the Service. (British official photograph.)

French troops watching a curtain fire in front of Vaux Fort. The blinding, blanketing white smoke in the valley adds to the
suggestion of horror conveyed by the cumulus clouds of black smoke indicating the bursting of shells from more distant heavy guns.
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With the British Armoured-Car Section:

Motor—cycle despatch—rider attached to the Section on the Caucasian roads. Right: A car in difficulties, with the Russian transport
drivers standing aside while things are set right. Great difficulties were encountered owing to the road banking slipping.

British Armoured-Car Section in Russia,
THEcommanded
by Commander Locker-

A curious photograph of Russian soldiers riding camels captured from the
Turks, and now employed in the Russian transport service.

Lampson, had one of the most adventurous
expeditions of any unit employed in the war.
Held up during the winter of 1915-16 in the ice
of the WhiteSea, it at length broke through to
port and proceeded across Russia to the
Caucasian theatre of operations. When it left
the main road through Turkish Armenia it
reached the roughest mountain country, unpathed except by bullock tracks, where the
gradients were sometimes so steep that the cars
had to be hauled up by hand and lcwerecl again
by topes. In the Mush region the Section had
a narrow escape from an ambush ; the _commander was trapped and_ only escaped by
charging across a river under a_ hail of bullets.
The Section was often in action. One very
successful leat was the capture' of the village of
Norshen with a number of prisoners and the
destruction of a large magazine in the Turkish
base in the neighbourhood of that position.
The Tsar received Commander Locker-Lampson in October, 1916, and rewarded several
members of the Section with decorations. One
squadron is now operating in Persia to the south
of Lake Urmia.

Natives of the Caucasus watching the British Armoured—Car Section pass, their fluffy caps looking at first like shocks of hair set on end
by such a demonstration of black magic. Right: British officer superintending the transport of war materials to Russia.
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Through the White Sea to the Rugged Caucasus

British transport in the White Sea and (right) the two transports that conveyed the British Armoured—Car Section for Russia breaking
their way through the White Sea. These two boats were the first to get through the ice when it began to break up alter the winter.

The Turkish barracks at Mush, in Armenia, a town about eighty miles S.S.E.
of Erzer um. Mush has a reputation, even in Armenia, for filthiness.

A squadron of the Armoured—Car Section on the road, at last actually bound for the front. Inset above: Car belonging to the Section
crossing a stream in the Russian Caucasus,.
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With the Camera in Recaptured Monastir
French Official Photographs

Alexander, Crown Prince of Serbia, greeting his father's subjects on
his re—entry into Monastir, the symbol of the mastery of Macedonia.

Bear—Admiral Troubridge (the centre figure) walking through the streets of Monastir after its reoccupation by the Allies, accompanied
by one of the Serbian princes. Inset The Turks' Club, battered and shattered by the artillery of all the belligerents.
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Rescued Once More from Turk and Bulgar
French Official Photographs

At 9 a.m. on the morning of Sunday, November 19th, 1916, the first French infantry
marched into Monastir. Inset: Allied Generals directing the final victorious advance.

Another view of the French troops marching into Monastir. Although they were the first to enter into the town, they freely acknow—
ledged that it was chiefly due to the untiring advance of the Serbians among the mountains that they won the Queen city of Macedonia.
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Serbia Resurgent Re-Enters Into Her Own
French Official Photograohs

Serbian infantry in the open among the hills driving the enemy
before them during the victorious attack upon Monastir.

The return of the natives, their gladness marred by angry resentment at the destruction to which their homes have been subjected at
Releneinn heeds. Inset : A shattered church whose dome. elaborately painted in the Byzantine style, resisted the shock of its fall,
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BATTLE OF THE GREAT HIGH ROAD
And How the Despatch-Rider Came Home
By Max Pemberton

H

E is quite young, a boy in fact. He had been at a
public school two years ago, got his colours for
football, and was the proud owner of a Triumph.
How little he thought when the birthday brought it that
he would be riding a similar machine pell-mell upon the
roads of France before he had celebrated his twenty-first
birthday.
Yet here he is upon a sunny morning of October, wheeling
his machine down a broad avenue of poplars and looking
back, perhaps a little wistfully, to the pleasant chateau
embowered yonder in what was once a fair and goodly
garden. An old, old man, sweeping up the dirty brown
leaves, gives him a " Bon jour ! " and wishes him God-speed.
The scene is very French and for the moment very restful.
There are sentries at the gate and they alone speak of war.
Our young friend, of course, is a despatch-rider—one of that
splendid body of mere youths who have done such wonderful
things upon the great French high roads. He is one of those
who may be called upon to fight his lonely battle against
the Huns at any hour of any day, who must wage it singlehanded, who cannot hope for any kind of help. God be
good to him, he is cheerful enough ! His face this morning
is as polished as the good machine he rides. He wears stout
khaki overalls ; he has a revolver handy ; the precious
despatches are like love-letters on his heart. Yesterday
lie had a few spare hours and took it into his head to give
the " old girl a clean. Usually she is as filthy as the
roads he dares, but to-day she is smiling like a bride.

The road sweeps to
left, and the gleaming face of a
usually dull river is revealed. The despatch-rider hears a
low booming sound, and he pricks his ears. Yonder,
a mile away upon a little hill, there stands a hamlet once
as fair as any in Flanders. The shells of the houses still
remain, and the old church has the ghost of a tower remaining. But the despatch-rider knows it for the place of peril
that it is. That booming echo across the great .marsh
brings a message which is unmistakable. " Hallo," says
the boy, " they're shelling
It is just as though
one at home had said, " We're going 'to have thunder."
He bends a little lower over his saddle now and begins to
look out. There will be shell-holes hereabouts ; and shellholes are ugly customers for a man upon a bicycle. Even
the smallest will be some four feet in circumference and
as many deep. The largest are caverns into which a furniture van could fall. The boy dodges them with a skill which
is amazing.
Travelling Like a Race-horse
He is travelling at forty miles an hour, and the
Triumph quivers like a race-horse beneath him. Now it
will be a tremendous swerve to the right ; again such a
left incline that luck alone keeps him from the profundity
of ditches. But he is a master, and nothing matters.
The skid, which would send the dilettante at home into
hospital for a month, finds the boy using his legs like a
boxer in the ring. He is down ; he is up. An amazed
peasant ploughing in yonder field despite the shells cries
Sacre nom ! " and follows him with eyes bewitched.
Hey-ho for the Great Adventure!
He is going over yonder to X
and hell may lie
Now, the despatch-rider has a journey of twenty-three
beyond it.
kilometres to make, and his destination is the town.
There are sentries at the entrance to the village, but they
The word should ring pleasantly, as it ever does to rural
ears in places remote. But do not make too much of the do not worry the boy. Were any other to come up, they
town. There are ruins there and great gaps which once would prate of danger, saying, " You cannot go on ; the
were churches ; hotels which leak wickedly, and shops Boches are bombarding us. But it is no good saying that
which can sell you nothing but dust. For all that it is _ to the boy, who passes them with a yell which is familiar
the town, and our youth will eat and drink there and and a wave winch is stimulating. Now he is up the hill
make a brief hour of merriment. That is to say, he will and can look ahead for many miles upon the white high road
he must follow.
do all this if he arrives. It is the " if " which is the tragedy.
Tokens of the Huns' Goodwill
He, GOd bless him ! never thinks at all about it. He has
It is no pleasant prospect. The Hun has had inforridden there so often, faced perils so many, known such
tight places that it has all become a mere picnic. This mation that a convoy would pass that particular spot at
morning he likes it better than ever. The sun is shining, ten o'clock this morning, and he is now shelling it for
the great marshland looks almost picturesque. It suggests all he is worth. You see the tokens of his goodwill everygreat distances, shining rivers, the homesteads which were. where : in the air above,' the white flakes of the shrapnel ;
And it is at the moment a land of peace. Yonder, far away from the ground below, the yellow, the brown, and the black
over the low hills, the Hun is at breakfast. Mighty is the smoke of the high explosive. Viewed thus there does not
sausage, and it shall prevail. He will fire no shot until seem a yard of space where you could shelter a dog. Does
he has gorged. So our man leaps upon his Triumph with the boy stop because of it ? Not on your life. Down
all the spirit of the bo-y he is. Hey-ho for the great adven- goes his head, wide open goes his throttle. The " old girl"
ture I No knight of the old time ever rode a highway more accelerates like a wonder at Brooklands. A thunder of
sounds is in the boy's ears, but he does not heed it. Great
blithely.
blasts of air strike him menacingly, but do not check his
On the Alert
speed. Sometimes he will say, " That was a close shave "
To be sure, there is company enough when the first of but he prefers not to think about it. He is in the very pit,
the villages has been passed. The road goes straight as an and God alone can bring him out.
arrow across the tremendous' plain, flanked by poplars
Nor is it any good to think of shelter. One of his pals
and bordered by ditches. Traffic of all kinds frequents did so not long ago—got off his machine - and went into that
it at the busy hour, but not at this hour of breakfast. Now little hut over yonder until the storm should pass. The
you shall see waggons at the roadside with their drivers next instant a shell struck the shanty and blew it sky-high.
eating. A platoon tramps leisurely with the steps of men Our boy will take no risks of that kind. He drives
on,
who-have fed. A fat officer rides a lean horse, but does not every yard is a landmark in the race for safety ; every
put him to the trot. All hail the boy as a friend. He second has meaning in time's great lottery. The shells
gives them a merry " Cheer oh I " and a vigorous wave of are raining about him, and any one may leave him a thing
the arm. The light and strength of the morning are in of torn flesh and broken bone there upon the accursed
his eyes, the road is fair, the rhythm of- his exhaust like highway. He is fightim, the Hun alone ; yet upon his
the rattle of a machine-gun. The town is three kilometres courage to-morrow's great
b victory may depend.
nearer by this time. " What a jolly business ! " you say.
Well, he gets through, turns a welcome corner and finds
What a good time these fellows have ! " But pause a himself in a place of peace. , Here is the convoy which the
moment, for the curtain is about to rise upon another Boches -thought they were shelling. The boy delights
picture:[Continued on page
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ALMOST; READY FOR ACTIVE SERVICE.—Testing a big gun. One of Mr. Joseph
Pennell's wonderfully graphic transcripts from the huge war workshops of Great Britain, of

which another example is given on the opposite page. Some scores of Government factories
and 4,585 controlled establishments are working 24 hours a day 365 days in the

year.

A REPLY TO KRUPP'S. -Turning a big gun in a British ordnance
Another of
Mr, Pennell's impressions of work in the huge arsenal, that are turning out mammoth guns,

• • •trenCh ho\vitzers, and machine-guns innumerable for the destruction of Prussian militarism.
The gifted artist made these drawings under the direct auspices of the Ministry of Munitions.
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'to race by it with just a word to its officers and another
" Cheer oh ! " for its men. The town is not far off by this
time, and the odour of baked meats seems to be in the air.
The boy will lunch like a " good 'un," and then hope to
sleep the sleep of the just.
' Hard on him if he must return to-night ! Yet such
proves to be the edict.
He must go back, says authority, must quit the town ;
must forget that there are still white sheets and soft pillows
in France. He takes his gruel" without complaint ; yet
night shall be one of terrors unnamable. His battle is
but half won ; he must round off the victory. A lamp
he has, it is true, but there will be many a mile upon which
he dare not show its aureole, and there is no sun to shine
upon him now. The great marshland—in its desolation
so similar to the great fens of our own England—that
land will be steaming with mists when he crosses it ; its
rivers will have become dark and silent pools ; its ruins
will stand up like black sepulchres above some horrid
place of the dead. Well is it that the boy has no imagination. His " Cheer oh ! " now may be a little modulated,
but it is heard. His lamp burns brightly when he leaves
the town, but five miles beyond it that lamp is out. Here
is the danger-zone ; he must trust to his luck now. God
send that a shell-hole does not kill him !
Scene for a Great Word Painter
It is a weird scene, the Lord knows, and one to which
none but a great word painter could do justice. There are
clouds in the sky, but a dim moon wrestles with them and
the land below becomes a cold grey vista of solitude and
desolation. Far away a little star of light may mark a
house or village, or even another rider on the road ; but
for the most part there is no light save that which the parish
lantern vouchsafes. The boy is merely conscious of the
fact, he is not afraid. The rim of a shell-hole has just
brought him down heavily, and he scrambles from the mud
and turns his lamp upon the beloved machine and risks
the Hun and his venom. Has any damage been done ?
He does not stop to ask if he himself be hurt ; the machine
alone matters. He starts the engine with a kick, and
liStens anxiously for the answer. He wheels the bike a
little way and discovers that the steering is all right. There
is joy in that house because of the sinner who is saved.
The boy mounts and gradually recovers his confidence.
The cold wind cuts his face like a rope ; the mud is all over
him. He hears the boom of shells for the first time since
he quitted the town, and his pulse leaps at that.
He must get there ! There is but one place in all the
world for him to-night. He must do his duty. The
;precious papers which his body is warming must be laid
on the general's table before midnight. Let all the furies
of hell rain upon this desolation, the boy must face them.
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He sets his teeth and bends his head lower to the wheel.
There are flecks of fire upon the far horizon, now and ever
and anon some mighty flash of light in the fields about him.
One shell bursts over his very head and for a minute he is
blinded, and he swerves wildly upon the slippery road.
Another narrow shave—but what matter ?
The Bridge is Down!
The boy turns on his headlight, for he knows that he is
coming to the bridge across the river. It should be there—
just at the bend. He searches for it anxiously, the light
glowing in the blackness. " By God in heaven, it is not
there " he cries. The bridge is down, and but for the
inspiration of the lamp he himself would have plunged
headlong into the black water, and to-morrow there would
have been another body drifting amid the reeds of the Yser.
He pulls up to be sure of it, and wipes the mud from his
face. What is to be done ? There is a temporary bridge,
he remembers, two miles to the right, there by the farm=
house, which is a shattered landmark set upon a lonely
hill. To reach it you must plough through mud and slime
indescribable. The boy crosses the dike upon a frail
plank and has to drag the Triumph from its waters. The
bog beneath him is like a quagmire ; his boots squelch in it
and are nearly torn from his feet. It has become black
dark, and there is a cold rain falling. He sees nothing
now, his luminous compass alone will guide him.
For hours he is out there alone in the wilderness, not a
sound to be heard but that of the booming shells ; not
another living soul in all the world for what he can see of it.
Courage is needed now, the courage which is his birthright.
He goes on doggedly, saying, " I must, I must ! " Good
God, will he never find the bridge ! They are waiting for
him at Headquarters ; it is torture to be held up thus on
the very threshold.
He finds it at last, scrambles over its muddy planks and

Another official, if unconventional, impression of
men of our splendid New Army who have taken up
temporary quarters in a shell—broken railway truck.

Tf,skY,',N1 Warriors on the Ancre. A British official photograph taken somewhere
on the western front during the great push.

pushes on into the lane that shall take him
back to the high road. The very fact that he
has crossed the river makes all other perils
seem but thirty cents. With a wild war-whoop
he swings again into the familiar high road and
boldly switches on his lamp, so great is the
emergency. He can see the shell-holes now,
and no trained acrobat dodges them more skilfully. - The last mile beyond the village is a joy
beyond imagination. The boy does fifty miles
an hour along it, despite the press of waggons
and camions. Yonder between ,the trees are
the welcome lights. The general is there
waiting for him. " Hooray ! " says the boy
as he swings into the avenue. An hour later
he will be fast asleep—shall we say dreaming
of England, and another, ?
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How Private Fynn Won the Coveted Cross

Private Fynn, of the South Wales Borderers, was awarded the
Victoria Cross for the very gallant conduct which M. Ugo has
illustrated here. An officer in the hero's regiment said : " My
first sight of him was when he was running across the open
under heavy fire. Bullets were as thick as bees around an

overturned hive. He crossed and recrossed with materials to
dress the wounds of the men he went to assist. He could not
bear to see the wounded left unattended." Later, Private Fynn
carried in one wounded man and then, going back with a brave
companion, brought in another comrade to safety.

The War Illustrated, 6th January, 1917.
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French Valour and Genius Reconquer Vaux Fort
French Official Photographs

Sleeping quarters of the garrison in Verdun. Even
here the French temper finds expression in some
decorative touches.

Two French soldiers carrying a despatch across No Man's Land to Vaux Fort just after its recapture. Above: Three Frenchmen,
whose supports had ail become casualties, working machine-guns from a shell-hole in the thick of the attack upon Vaux Fort.
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Heroes Within the Iron Walls of Verdun

French soldiers in a " bunked " sleeping—cabin in Vaux Fort. Following up their advance from Douaumont the French rushed this
important position so rapidly that the Germans had no time to destroy the elaborate delances and subterranean quarters which they
had constructed during their six months' occupation. Frenchmen thus reaped, for once, the benefit of German " betterment."

Th e W ar Ill ustrat ed,
6 th January ,
1917.

TICKLING A RHINOCEROS.—A "tank" had captured a German trench with five hundred
prisoners, and was lumbe,.ing back with them, when it had to stop for some repairs. Instantly
its captives rushed at it, and scrambled all over it, bombing it, and trying to smash it with

rifle-butts. They might as well have] tried to tickle a rhinoceros. When our infantry
reached the scene they found nearly three hundred German corpses round the snorting
pachyderm which, after a little attention, heaved itself up and lumbered on once more.
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YCLD BY THE RANK AND FILE

THE FIGHT FOR HAZY TRENCH
BY A PRIVATE OF THE LINE
HERE has not been a fiercer bit of
fighting during the whole of the
campaign than that which attended
our advance beyond Lesboeufs towards
Le Transloy. We were detailed to take
a trench held by a Bavarian regiment,
and marked on the ordnance map as
Hazy Trench.
But before we could get to this particular trench we had first to capture
another one, called Dewdrop Trench, and
between our own position and Dewdrop
there was still one more trench, this time
known as Rainy Trench. You see, we
give these places all sorts of names, and
as the Staff can't find any names which
fit the places better, they adopt them,
and in course of time they become the
official designations, as our subaltern
would say.
Our guns opened up a bombardment
on Rainy, and for a full week they strafed
it well and truly._ They had the range
to an inch, and sent shells of all sizes
and descriptions over into it: It was a
veritable wasps' nest of machine-guns,
and these used to give us hell where we
lay, waiting for the guns to lift so that
we could carry on. Every now and then
one of our airmen would fly over and
inspect the damage done, and after he had
made his report the artillery would give
them ''a fresh dose, until at last Rainy
ceased to exist as a trench at all. It
simply became heaps of earth thrown
up on all sides, with here and there a
machine-gun barrel, a man's arm, or leg,
or a rifle muzzle sticking out.

T

Rain and Shell-Storm
And while our guns gave Rainy hell
with shells, the skies soaked the defenders
—and ourselves as well, quite impartially
—with rain. It came down in sheets
and turned the whole of the ground into
a mud pond. Our trenches were waist
deep by the time, we got the word to go
" over the top," and we were all soaked
through.
When we got the order we started off
with a dash, as usual, but found that the
pace was too hot. I dropped into a small
shell-hole, up to the waist in mud, and
was sinking in up to the neck when two
of our chaps held out their rifle-butts
to me. and hauled me out on to comparatively safe ground again. My rifle
was clogged with the mud, and I was
half afraid to fire it, for fear it should
burst in my hands. Anyhow, I chanced
a round, and the bullet' cleared the
, bore all right, much to my relief.
In spite of all the machine-gun fire—
and it was pretty hot, too, I can tell you —
and in spite of all the shells which the
German supporting guns sent over into
us as we advanced, we managed to reach
Dewdrop Trench, and there we ran
across the first real bit of fighting. Each
of us, with the bayonet and bomb,
selected a man, and we fought hand-tohand, quite in the style of the old days
when they used swords and spears instead
of long-range artillery and trench-mortars.
I found myself opposite a big redhaired chap, who seemed possessed of
about three thousand devils. He had a
- saw-bayonet, and from the way he was
grinding his teeth and glaring at me
oat of his pig's eyes I thought my time
was come. He appeared to be determined to do in as many chaps as possible,

and the way he used that bayonet showed
he was an expert.
But he didn't know that I had done
quite a lot of exhibition bayonet fighting
against some of the best men in the
Regular Army before I came out here, or
he might have picked some other chap for
.his hate. As it was, as soon as he saw me
he lunged, and it was only by a smart
parry that I turned the steel away from
my head.
Somehow or other, I quite forgot all
about the fight going on all around me,
and devoted the whole of my attention
to my opponent. We couldn't do the
usual prance round, looking for openings,
the ground was far too slippery for that,
so we simply stood toe to toe and thrust,
pointed and parried for all we were
worth.
A Bayonet Thrust
Whenever I saw what I thought was a
chance I thrust, but his eye was keen
and his wrist swift, for he turned my
blade as easily as I did his. And all the
time he was hissing " Schweinhund ! "
" Schweinhund ! " And when I turned a
more than usually vicious _lunge, he
would splutter " Gott strafe !
And then his foot slipped, and he fell
slightly towards me. I believe that if
I had the option I'd have let him get
up again, but as I was just lunging at
that moment,, his breast fell right on my
bayonet point, and with the double impetus of my thrust and his fall, the steel
went snick in, under his breast-bone,
right to the locking-ring
It rather scared me when the blood
spurted as I drew the blade out, and he
went down in a scrunching heap. You
see, I'd clean forgotten that either I had
to kill him or he'd kill me ; the fight
had been nothing more than a bayonet
contest to me.
I have told other chaps about the
frightened feeling I got when he went
down, and they all say it's the same with
them. I suppose it's the result of the
training ; of the way you are taught
to feel when you've got honest fighters
against you. It is an awful thing to see
your man down, to know that you've
hurt him—but war is war, and there's
little time for squeamishness or delicate
feeling.
Seeing Red and Feeling Cold
Well, we went on, after we had cleared
Dewdrop, towards the real " intention "—
Hazy Trench. The Germans gave us a
warm reception, and no mistake. They
had scores of machine-guns waiting for
us, and they turned them all on at once.
I got a puncture through the right thigh,
and for one sickening minute thought I
was done fora But I found that I could
walk, so I plugged the hole with my
field-dressing. To do this I had to get
under cover, for the German guns were
raking the ground as well as spraying
their bullets aove it. Any poor wounded
devil who dropped was in a fair way to
get a skinful of German lead as he lay
helpless on the ground, and I believe
they want to kill the wounded if
. •• •
possible
Anyway, as I got that field dressing into
plate, I became filled with a red cold
rage. I determined that I'd 'give" tfrae
Germans hell when I got amongst them

in the trench, even if it was only to get
my own back for the pain I got from
the wound in my leg.
At last, in the teeth of the most awful
concentrated fire of rifles, bombs, grenades;
trench-mortars, the enemy's shell, and
our own barrage, WC got to the gunpits just in front of the trench, and with
a final yell and a roar we went over their
parapet and among them.
They were as full of fight as we were,
and thought that their efforts to stop
us had shaken our courage. But they
hadn't reckoned on North - country
doggedness, and we soon showed them
that We were as ready for the scrap as they
were. It was hand-to-hand fighting here,
again, but this time I soon finished off
my man, and went to look for others.
There was no stand and manoeuvre for
an opening here as I had found with my
late red-headed opponent ; the steel
simply licked in sinning, and came out all
red and dull. Also the feeling about your
man having suddenly gone down in front
of you was forgotten, and we raged along
that trench like madmen.
My arm soon got tired, but my leg gave
me an extra twitch now and then, and
some German paid for that with his life.
At last the Bavarians had enough, and
before we could stop them, clambered over
their parados, and were off towards their
own guns and comrades as fast as they
could pelt. We were climbing after
them when our company commander
stopped us.
This move was very wise, too, for ten
seconds later the German gunners started
a barrage fire that would have sliced
us up if we hadn't had German dugouts to shelter in. Then it suddenly
lifted, and the Bavarians came back,
reinforced, to try to recapture their
lost trench.
Five Counter-Attacks
We gave them a pretty warm reception,
and beat them off again. But they
came back five times in all, and it wasn't
till we met them on the fifth occasion
with the bayonet in a counter-charge that
they really and truly realised that we
meant to keep what we had taken.
After the fifth attack we found time
to look round, and we discovered that the
Germans had just got their mails. There
were heaps of letters, which were taken
in charge by our officer, and I expect
n-c shall be able to get quite a lot of information from their contents. But the
parcels, well, we looked after them, and
as we had been fighting for nearly a whole
day, we made a meal out of their
contents.
These were good, too. There was
breadblack bread and white bread—
in them, and long German sausages, and,
what was better still, little bottles of
rum, five inches long, and full of good
stuff. That's the right word—good stuff.
Of course, strictly speaking, it should have
been turned over with the letters—but,
spoils of war, there you are
The Germans tried to bombard us out
of Hazy with their field-guns, and gave
us a pretty severe dusting.. A shrapnel
shell struck the front of my tin helmet,
dented it badly, and nearly scalped me.
Then it glanced off, and broke my right
arm, so that I looked a regular old
picture—with bandages round my head
and leg, and my arm in a sling. But I
can still manage to light a fag, and so,
I'm not worrying at all. Thank God,
I've lived one day in my life, anyway
-'—the day we took ' and held Hazy
Trench !
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French Guns Defy the Foe from Forest and Plain
French Official Photographs

French artillery co—operating with the reconstituted Serbian Army in the recovery of Serbia from the invaders. Following close upon
the heels of the advance these guns gave effective help in the capture of the peaks that barred the way to Monastir and to Prilep.

Naval gun upon the western front, sited in a stink emplacement and screened so cunningly with leaves and brushwood that only itis
long muzzle and the smoke emitted at each frequent discharge could betray its position to the vigilant eyes of scouting airmen.
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Where Hunnish Evasion Proved of No Avail

A French colonel interrogating German prisoners just brought in, his
gimlet glance seeming to penetrate into the very brain of the captives and
declare the futil.ty of falsehood or prevarication. In circle : General Fayolla
(wearing helmet), the general chiefly responsible for the French victories
on the Somme, on a visit of inspection to the front with General d'Ebeney.

The War Illustrated, 6th January,

1917.
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Von Bethmann-Hollweg : War-Worn and Weary

The German Chancellor,Von Bethmann—Hollweg (in uniform), and Baron Burian,
Austrian Minister for Foreign Affairs (centre), at a party given in Vienna by the
German Ambassador-, Von Tschirschky (right). On the left Frau von Tschir—
schky is talking to the late Count Stuergkh and Herr von Jagow (seated, right).

An interesting photograph of Von Bethmann—Hollweg, showing how h:s harassing responsibilities have worn him. Right: The meeting
of the Reichstag in December, 1916, at which the German Chancellor announced Germany's readiness to enter into negotiations for peace.
After speak'ng the Chancellor almost collapsed from exhaustion.
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Places in the Sun That Are German No Longer

Belgian askaris operating in East Africa. These men are Congo tribesmen
of fine physique, and, led by European officers, are fine fighting material.

Men of the 25th Royal Fusiliers, City of. London
Frontiersmen, enjoying a rest on the march in the
East Africa- that once was German.

British troops dragging field—tuns up to the advance on Taveta and Moshi. Inset above: British transport entering Tanga
Harbour to land troops after the bombardment in November. 1914. Tanga was occupied finally in the summer of 1916.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Lt.-Col. N. 0. BURGE.
O.C. Batt. R.N.D.

Capt. G. HASWELL,
K.O.Y.L.I.

Capt. R. P. COTTON,
Canadian Infantry.

Major S. L. THORNE,
Canadian Infantry.

Major C. C. DICKENS,
London Regt.

Capt. A. C. WINGOOD,
Canadian Infantry.

Capt. F. S. KELLY, D.S.O.,
R.N.V.R.

Capt. W. PENN-GASKELL,
Manchester Regt.

Lt. N. A. BROWNING.
PATERSON, R.F.A. & R.F C.

L

Lieut. S. A. WALKER,
R.A.M.C., att. Cheshire Reg •

Lieut. G. S. C. BAKER,
Duke of Cornwall's L.I.

Sec.-Lt. D. F. STONE,
Royal Irish Regt.

ieut.-Colonel Norman Ormsby Burge,
commanding a battalion of the Royal
Naval Division, was educated at Rossall School. and then entered the 11.31.L.L Appainted Staff officer in 1913, he joined the British Expeditionary Force at the outbreak
of war, and proceeded to Antwerp. going later to the Dardanelles as second in command
of the Cyclist Corps. He was mentioned in despatches and promoted brevet-lieut.-colonel.
Major Cedric Charles Dickens, son of Mr. Henry Fielding Dickens. R.C., and grandson of
the novelist, was educated at Eton and Trinity Hall, Cambridge. In 1909 he joined
the 13th (Kensington) Battalion of the London Regiment (T.F.), and became captain in
1913. He was wounded at Laventie in February, 1916, but returned to the front and was
promoted major. He was present at the fighting at Gommecourt, and he was leading his
company into action at Leuze Wood when he was shot through the heart.
Captain Frederick Septinms Kelly, D.S.O., R.N.V.R., of Bishani Grange, Marlow, was
educated at Eton and. Balliol College, Oxford. A great oarsman. he rowed for Oxford
against Cambridge in 1903. helped Leander to win the Grand Challenge Cup at Henley on
three occasions, won the 'Wingfield Sculls and the amatear championship of the Thames.
and established a record by winning the Diamond Sculls three times. Captain Kelly was
a brilliant pianist, and gave several recitals at London concert-halls. He volunteered for
service with the R A:V.11., and served in Gallipoli. He was one of the three officers who
remained at the observation-post in the front trenches during the evacuation, and was one
of the last men to leave the Peninsula. For his services he was awarded the 11.5.0.

Sec.-Lt. F. G. SMITH,
Durham L.I.

Lieut. E. W. BRODRICK,
Yorkshire Regt.

Sec.-Lt. F. A. THEW,
London Regt.

Sec.-Lt. J. MACDONALD
Sub-Lt. A. R. HALT,
Sec.-Lt. H. F. MILES,
D.C.M., The Cameronians.
K.O.S.B.
R.N.V.R.
Po•taits bj S Til se, Lafayette, Hughes e21.1Yllis, Elliott & Fry, Russell cf.- Sons._

Lieu . D. W. MOORE,
Machine Gun Corps.

Lieut. J. R. CHESTERS,
East Surrey Regt.

Sec.-Lt. G. R. MONEY,
Middlesex Real.
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A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air. Edited by J, A. HAMNIERION

THE VICTORS OF THE SOMME.—General Sir H. S. Rawlinson, K.C.B., commanding the Fourth Army on the Somme, was chiefly
responsible, under Sir Douglas Haig, for the great victory. The New Year Honours include the promotion of Sir Douglas Haig to
Field—Marshal ; Lieut.—General Rawfinson to General ; and Major—General Sir Hubert Gough to Lieut.—General. (Official photograph.)
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THE GREAT ISSUES OF THE WAR

THE BRITISH EMPIRE AFTER THE WAR
BY SIDNEY J. LOW. M.A.
IN this statesmanlike article Mr. Sidney Low contemplates the changes in the constitution of
-the- Empire which are required to preclude the possibility of our having to meet another great
crisis in the state of inco-ordination in which August, 1914, surprised us. Henceforward we must
have Imperial administration of our international policy, everything connected therewith being
concerted in co-operation with our overseas fellow-subjects. Mr. Low discusses the difficulties
attending formal Imperial Federation, and then, suggesting that an Imperial Legislature may wait,
demands the immediate establishment of an Imperial Executive, an Imperial Council of State with
great administrative commissions to assist it. The thoughtful, considered article is an important
contribution to the debates that will be begun at the forthcoming meeting of statesmen of the Homeland
and the Overseas Dominions to be held next month.

E are all agreed that the constitution
them. The Empire Executive would be a
of the Empire must undergo searchMinistry representing the dominant party in
ing and important changes as the
this Congress, responsible to it, and liable to
be dismissed from office when it ceased to
result of the war. It is clear that it must
retain its confidence. Thus we should be
cease to be what it is at present a mere loose
proceeding along the natural and traditional
confederacy of semi-independent States and
dependent, communities. " Never again,"
line of historical development. We should
have that Parliamentary and responsible
as Sir Robert Borden and Mr. Hughes, and
a
Government towhich all communitiesof Angloother Colonial statesmen have told us, must
o
Saxon and Anglo-Celtic people have become
we meet a great crisis in the same position
habituated. The administration would be
as we were found in August,1914. When
accountable to the elective representatives
the supreme ordeal came upon us the Empire,
of the self-governing - peoples ; and the
to our own infinite gratification and the
ultimate sovereign authority would be the
discomfiture of our foes, faced it magniwhole body of electors in all the States, who
ficently. Instead of falling to pieces, as the
would be able to appoint the Ministers of
Germans hoped, the whole realm pulled itself
their choice, and dismiss them from office
together, and presented a spectacle of superb
Cc//io,t
and unparalleled unity to the world and the
- !-- Fr when they were dissatisfied with them.
Mr.
Sidney Low
This clear-cut and definite scheme would
enemy. It was a splendid triumph of loyalty
and racial sentiment. We are fighting through this war not be in many ways excellent. It may well be regarded as
as a nation but as an Empire ; but even now not with the goal towards which we are to turn our steps, with
the entire weight and impact which might have been good hope that in the fullness of time it may be reached.
brought to bear if the resources of the entire four hundred But the way is long and encumbered by many obstacles.
and twenty millions of people who own allegiance to the
Problems for Statesmanship and Goodwill
Emperor-King had been co-ordinated and gathered up for
To mention only one point, there is that question of the
mutual support in time of peace.
disparity among the white populations, which at present
- The situation must be changed ; and there is here also would give the Home Country so preponderant a share of
general agreement upon at least one main line of reform. political power. To mention another, there is the problem
If you want our help, call us to your councils," said Sir of the dependencies. It would be difficult to refuse to the
Wilfred Laurier bluntly a few years ago. The proposition three hundred and seventy million inhabitants of the
is indisputable. There is no question that, since the Empire of India some voice in an assembly in which we
Overseas States have taken their share in the task of should find seats for the representatives of three hundred
Imperial defence, they must have a definite voice in the thousand Newfoundlanders. Yet it would be obviously
control of the policy by which defence and military action impossible to give India a representation proportionate to
are determined. The Colonial citizen is liable to pay, in its numbers, for if we did so all the other States would
blood and treasure, for the acts of the Ministers in Downing be swamped and powerless ; while to allot to our Hindu
Street and the legislators in Westminster, and he will de- and Mohammedan subjects a mere nominal representation
mand and will obtain some part in the proceedings which might only create another Indian grievance, without
may have such momentous consequences for himself. mitigating the objection many white Colonists will feel to
After the peace our international policy, and everthing giving any share of political control over their destinies to
connected with it, including the supreme direction of Asiatics.
strategy and military preparation, must be concerted in - These difficulties, with goodwill and statesmanlike mandose co-operation with the statesmen who represent our agement, will no doubt be eventually overcome ; but it
fellow-subjects beyond the seas. The national adminis- will take time. A whole series of Imperial conventions
tration must become, so far as these matters are concerned, and inter-State diseussions and deliberations will be rein a true sense Imperial.
quired. It needed many years for the Canadian provinces
Ideal of Imperial Federation
and the Australian States to arrange the numerous points
How is this result to be attained ? The ideal before of friction which arose in the comparatively easy work of
many minds is that of formal Imperial Federation. Empire Colonial Federation. Imperial Federation might be a still
union is to be sought by the same means as that by which longer task. We could not hope to establish a union on
the integration was brought about of Canada, Australia, such a basis quickly. The constitution would need to be
and South Africa. Those federations were created by the hammered out slowly and carefully, and after a protracted
voluntary combination of a number of separate States or process of deliberation and argument, carried out, not merely
provinces. A single Central Parliament and Government at the centre of Government, but in each of the overseas
was created as the sovereign legislative and executive capitals. Only after long travail and labour will the cornpower m each of these groups. The same process might plete Imperial Federal Legislature be brought to birth.
But it is not legislation that we shall need in the years
be adopted for the Empire as a whole, or at any rate for
the self-governing units. The Parliaments of the United that lie immediately before us so much as prompt and
Kingdom, and of Canada. Australia, New Zealand, South effective action. The Imperial Leffislature can wait, but
Africa and Newfoundland would voluntarily resign their the Imperial Executive must be set to work without much
soverewn or semi-sovereign authority into the hands of a delay. The Colonial demand, as voiced by the statesmen
[Continued on page -508
great Imperial Congress elected by the citizens of all of
W
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Merry and Bright Both East and West
British, French, and Canadian Official Pho:o' graphs

Row of smiling faces in a gun-trench on the Balkan front.
!nset : Bad landing of an aeroplane on the top of a trench.

Despite unceasing a.tention. roads at the front inevitably get into a state which makes all transport work excee‘iiniy laborious. On tna
Somme front men off uuty take a kind of "'bus-man's holiday" and gather by the roadside to give a cheery word to their or-nr---4
of the A.S.0 as the transport columns pass a'ong.
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BRITISH EMPIRE AFTER THE WAR cz:.
referred to- and others, is not for participation in our lawmaking, or for our assistance in their own, but for joint
executive control of the great joint interests. What they
want is to be called to our " councils," those councils which
deal with the matters that affect them as well as ourselves.
Defence and foreign policy will be universally admitted
to be the chief of these interests, and the war has given a
wider, extension to these terms. We have learnt- now
what we did not know before, that war is not merely an
affair of armies and navies, of War Offices and Admiralties.
It means something much larger, more comprehensive,
more formidable. It goes far deeper into the lives of
peoples than anybody would have imagined in that relatively
peaceful era from which we have emerged. We know now,
as we did not know then, that wars are made not merely
by armies but by nations, that all the energies of the States
engaged are bound up with the conflict, that victory is
determined not alone by the skill of the generals and the
valour of the troops, but by the purposive concentration
upon the one great object of the entire resources, industrial,
financial, mechanical, and economic, of the community.
Our factories, our farms, our mercantile marine, our banks,

[Canadian
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WITH THE CANADIAN ARTILLERY.—A heavy howitzer in
Ection on the Somme, where, notably at Cource:ette, the
men of the Western Dominion won imperishable laurels.

our laboratories, our civilian populations as a whole, are
in the fight. The appropriate utilisation of the national
credit and the conservation of the national capital are
no less essential elements than the skilful direction of the
armies in the field and the wise control of the higher
strategy.
These are the modern war conditions, and they will
persist long after the actual carnage has ceased. We must
be prepared for that war after the war of which we have
had so many significant warnings. This war may be, for
the time at least economic rather than military ; the
implacable rivalries which have been aroused by .the
contest will find their outlet in a struggle less bloodthirsty,
but hardly less brutal, and very little less formidable, than
that which at present desolates humanity. The economic
struggle, carried on side by side with incessant preparation
for a renew-al of the clash of force, must be the deepest
preoccupation of Europe and Asia, and very likely of
America also, during the next generation. For the British
Empire the objects of prime importance can be summed up
in the words co-ordination and consolidation, not in the
political sphere alone but, above all, in those, of industry
and economics. We must take stock of all our resources,
material and moral ; we must husband them and increase
them to their highest measure of efficiency ; and we must
make ready to develop their utmost energy for defence
against external assault, whether that assault should take
the economic or the military form.
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The necessity will be insistent and urgent the moment
the peace treaty is signed. Joint executive action will be
the first requirement. While the Imperial Parliament is
being considered, the Imperial Cabinet must be brought
into being. Long steps towards its creation have been taken
in the past two years. A committee of twenty-three may
not be the ideal machinery for carrying on a great war;
but the large Ministry, with its apparatus of administrative commissions. is an instrument which can be
adapted to the immediate purposes of Empire govern:ment. It has the possibility of becominr, just that
kind of Empire Executive Council for which the Colonial
leaders are asking. Already the Dominion Premiers have
been invited to attend meetings of the Cabinet, and it
would be but a short further step to make certain Colonial
representatives permanent members of the body.
A Supreme Council of State
I imagine that in the future the Cabinet, which is techni=
cally, it must be remembered, no more than a committee of
the King's Privy Council, will become a sort of supreme
Council of State with a permanent membership of twenty, or
perhaps twenty-five, or even thirty councillors ; and it will
include not only the heads of the British ministerial departments, but also half a dozen or more leading Colonial statesmen, with or without " portfolio." Embedded within this
Council of State, and subject in, general to its advice, will
be a small Executive Committee of the Ministers at the
head of the great Imperial departments--the Premier, the
Chiefs of the Admiralty and War Office, the Foreign Secretary, the Colonial Secretary, the Secretary for India, and
probably also a Minister of Imperial Resources and Munitions—which committee will conduct the working day-today administration of the Empire in its international and
corporate capacity.
This inner council will be the true Empire Cabinet ; and
it will be assisted by a number of great administrative
commissions, appointed by and responsible to it, such as
the Committee of Imperial Defence, and the committees
which are at present arranging for the management of our
food resources, our man-power, our production of munitions,
our foreign trade, and our merchant shipping. The Council
of State, with its Executive Cabinet, will, it is to be
presumed,. meet the Imperial Conference representing the
Dominions, and I think also the Dependencies, once a year,
and will in that session explain and vindicate its policy,
and recommend for joint legislation in the several States,
measures for which new laws will be required. It will also
propound an Imperial Budget, and request the representatives of the various States to obtain from their legislatures
sufficient grants to defray their proportionate share of the
joint expense. It will further take such steps as may be
required for the co-ordination and management of mineral
and other resources, and for the preparation in concert of
munitions of war ; and it will rely upon the several Governments to see that each in its own area carries out the
consequential measures required to promote the joint
policy.
Under such a scheme the Empire, for executive,purposes,
and in particular for purposes of military and economic
defence and conservation, will be under one governing organ,
in which all the States, and not merely the United Kingdom,
twill have their part.
What the Near Future Will Demand
This will not, I admit, be a "responsible" Government
in the technical sense in which we understand the
term : that is to say, a Government liable to be displaced at any moment by a party vote in a single sitting;;
but virtually it will be responsible to all the constituent
peoples. And I am inclined to think that, until the world
settles back into a more stable condition, therei will be a
general willingness to relinquish some of our cherished
political tenets in favour of the superior strength and
energy which can be concentrated in an executive conned
of this kind. For strength, energy, promptitude in action,
and the co-ordination of our resources—these, I repeat are
what the near future Will demand of us ; and to obtain these
we must be prepared to sacrifice a:good deal, including (Aft
regard for a constitutional formula:which, however valuable
in periods of tranquillity, might break dOWn under the sti'ess
of the iron epoch of struggle and competition that seems
to lie before us.
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The Spirit of Peace in the Field of War

Our Russian allies are pro.,erbially devout. and their priests—or `• papas "—have shown heroic zeal in accompanying the troops
through all the hardships and dancers of their stern campaigning. The priest here is using a gun—limber as an improvised altar,
the snowy ground his temple floor, and those about him, in the midst of strife, kneel in their accustomed communion of prayer

On the British front the nevot.on of the .• padre" brings comfort and uplifting to the troops, and whenever possible on Sunday an
impromptu service is conducted, as here. where, even within the range of bursting shells, the khaki—clad clergyman leads a group o;
soldiers in a brief servico of prayer. Our men greatly appreciate such a heartening interval in their stern work.
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British Official Photographs
r

The winning spirit is clearly revealed in every one of these laughing faces caught by the camera on their way ai'ng a wintry road to
the front trenches. Right : Weather-proof tempers and water-proof waders in a muddy part of the Somme battlefield.

Er:t.sh troops going up to the trenches. Another photograph which gives some
idea of the extraordinary physical endurance developed in the men of our New
Army, so many of whom had hardly known discomfort until they joined the Colours.

Scraping the worst of it off a donkey that had got bogged in the mud. Right: A youthful Briton, in a " British warm," with a
cigarette between his fingers and victory in his heart, among the icicles that adorn his dug-out, and doesn't care if it snows.
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British Trench Artillery on the Balkan Front
British Official Photographs

Trench—howitzer about to be fired—a camera impression from the
Balkan front. In the protracted trench warfare this form of light
artillery has been brought to a high point of ingenious efficiency.

Loading a trench—how tzer Right: Nine points of the law of tenancy. Smiling Tommies in a captured German dug—oLt on
our west front. The lar g e sign—the German equivalent for
No thoroughfare," but literally " Passage forbidden "—has been
disregarded as evidently not intended to apply to British soldiers,
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Grateful & Comforting: Refreshing on the Ancre
British and Canadian Official Photographs

Good food is well, but good hot food is better in the chill, flooded Valley of the Ancre. No more grateful vapour rises to heaven to-day
than the savoury steam of soup supplied to the men who are fighting for right in France.

Hot coffee is provided for the men without charge at many points along the line. How cheering the warmth of it may be is suggested
by the expressions on the faces of the men standing ankle-deep in the mire and of the smiling soldier on the left.

The War Illustrated, 13th January, 1917.
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By the Wayside: Crack XI and Cheery Chums
British Official Photographs

Sturdy eleven, representing a Navvy Battalion, at work on the French front, where they have long been engaged in 'he:r strenuous and
valuable work; for .he labour of the navvy is in its way as essential to victory as that of his comrades in the trenches.

A.
Men returning from leave do so, it is evident, in a very cheerful frame of mind, and this little roadside company, to the music of the concertina, step along with smiling faces as they near the old spot and r eunion with their friends at the front.

The War Illustratcd, 13th Janual y, 1917.
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BATTLE PICTURES OF THE GREAT WAR

THE BATTLE OF PEPPER HILL
Verdun the Immortal Symbol of the Victory to Come
By Max Pemberton
HEN, in March, 1916; Lord Northcliffe cabled his
memorable despatch from Verdun he prefaced it
by a query.
What was the secret motive underlying the German
attempt to break the French line before the famous fortress?
Was it financial, in view of their coming war loan—or.
dynastic ? Or was it intended to influence doubtiryr,,
neutrals ? The answers to these riddles were not solved
by the seas of blood which have been shed. Five hundred
thousand German casualties did not enlighten our darkness.
We know only that, for somebody's profit or glory, the
Crown Prince launched his assault against Verdun on the
morning of February 2ist, and that it came to an end in
July in an ignominy unparalleled.
For some months we forgot all about Verdun. The
Battle of the Somme was begun, and the eyes of the whole
world turned thereto. The French had waged a titanic
conflict, and had emerged as victors. For all time this
should be their St. Crispin's Day. We were killing Germans
on a filthy ridge, and had no leisure but to lift our hats.
When October came we heard an echo from afar. and anon
it became a paean of congratulation. Douaumont had fallen.
The result of three months of fighting most bloody had
been lost to the Prussians in a night. Theirs was the
pinion which impelled the steel—for had they not told
their people in February that Donanmont was the alpha
and the omega, the beginning and the end ?
Why the World Laughed
Verdun must go if Donaumont went, the road to Paris
be opened, the fruitful peace result. You heard nothing
of this kind front them when that battered mud-heap was
retaken by the French. The world did well to laugh,
however, for the world that does not love the Boche has
still a sense of humour.
From October 24th until the morning of December
15th there was a kind of stalemate before Verdun.
Every day the artillery crashed above those - desolate
hills—the nights were alight with the star - shells or the
crimson flashes of the high explosives—but the gallant
French infantry did not go forth.- Some of them lay in
the caverns of the old Douaumont Fort, and terrible
was their experience. For Douaumont, as many know,
is upon a great plain, to reach which you must climb and
climb from the town of Verdun itself. What that climbing
meant to the relief-parties, Mr. Ashmead-Bartlett has told
us most brilliantly.
Ordeal of the Douaumont Relief
Imagine a vast ploughed field, the vastest that ever
was thought of ; let it be pitted with innumerable shellholes, so deep that a furniture van could be hidden in
some of them ; fill your holes with water sufficient to
drown a man if he should fall therein ; let your mud be so
glutinous that it will draw the boots from your feet ; bring
darkness upon the scene and a terrible barrage from the
enemy, and here shall be a picture of what the Douaumont
relief had to suffer nightly. Every step in that fearful
morass was a hazard. Shells fell incessantly, ploughing
the scarred earth, making fountains of the rain-pools,
often destroying a Whole platoon as they fell. The sky
shone silver with stars--which no concourse of atoms had
created. Men buried their faces in the very mud, and
wondered in God's name how they could traverse that
fearful mile of the wilderness which stood between them
and their salvation.
Yet traverse it they did—sometimes twice nightly. The
waste showed their dead by day, but hid the terror when
the sun. had set. Like heroes the French held on to that
fortress which Wilhelm had declared to be the very king
of citadels.

W

What the Germans were doing all this time we do not
know. They were firing their guns to be sure, and perhaps
telling each other that Paris and London must sue for
peace because a place in Rumania with an unpronounceable
name had been taken. Also, it may be assumed that they
were expressing some dissatisfaction with the state of
affairs. Fritz did not like many things. He did not like
the French aeroplanes which buzzed over his head daily
while his own were hidden away at the rear, afraid apparently to try conclusions with the enemy. He disliked
the enormous shells from the French howitzers and the
smaller tokens of goodwill which escaped the famous
" seventy-fives."
Dawn of the Crown Prince's Fateful Day
" Back to the land " would willingly have been his
watchword but there was Wilhelm junior, whip in hand,
and the ashes of his glory before his eyes. Precious little
of his terrestrial booty was left to him, but to that he
clung passionately. What would they say in Berlin after
ten months of it if he must return to admit that all was
Their answer assuredly would be similar
lost but honour
to that of Sir John Falstaff upon a famous occasion. D n
honour, they might say, and with reason. Wilhelm fill
just held on and took his chances. He must have gnashed
his teeth when he read of Falkenhayn and Mackensen in
Rumania, but that is no affair of ours. " The day will
come," he may have said. It came, to be precise, on the
morning of December lath, at ten o'clock.
We should have taken our stand that morning, if we
could, upon one of tile Inns on the Western bank of the
Meuse. It is a dirty day, and we need all that we possess
in the way of fuzzy-bears and comforters. Verdun itself
lies down there in a hollow between the hills. We can
make out its twin spires and the faces of the white houses
which border the river ; but the sun does not shine upon
it, and the wraiths of mist drift up from the water and go
curling away in wisps of transparent cloud which the
height; will garner presently.
Scene of Mystery and Awe
Elsewhere the scene is familiar enough. Great green
hills abound, and in the distance the woods of pine and
limes: There is a series of these puny mountains all the
way to the crest of Douaumont, which looks like a dull,
black mound upon the horizon. The river winds in and
out with the picturesque waywardness of the Thames. If
we look along it a little to the right we shall see at a distance
of some four miles that herring-backed ridge they call
La Gate du Poivre (Pepper Hilly. There is not a tree upon
it. Its slopes are no longer green. The road at its foot
was smashed to atoms long ago ; but the splendid French
have been busy road-making these latter days, and have
•
built forty miles of them since October.
This particular road leads up to the famous Haudromont
Quarries—that is if you take the right fork of it at Bras,
ut otherwise you follow the eastern bank of the river
but
almost to Vacherauville, and then onward to another
village named Louvemont. These places and the herringbacked ridge were the scene of the fighting on December
15th and subsequent days. Both villages fell to our gallant
allies. The cote went also, and with it some thousands of
Germans too surprised to tell just what they thought
about it.
Such is the arena which we overlook from our hill near
Verdun. At this hour, a little before ten of the morning
of the iath, the mist often obstructs our view, but
always adds a sense of mystery and awe to the scene.
From it the great guns around and about us belch sheets
of flame which are weird as the lighting tricks of pantomime.
[Continued
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Gas Attack Seen from the Bird's Point of View Germans Flee from Weapon of their Own Devising

both those who have been attacked under cover of gas and
F ROM
those who have taken part in gas attacks we have had
descriptions of such scenes ; but in each case it has, of course,
been only from the limited range of personal experience. Here,

however, we get a broader view of such a gas attack, one by a
detached observer from the vantage point of the air. For this
photograph was taken by a French aviator who was poised nearly
five hundred feet above the Somme battlefield. The serpentine

wrenches may be traced through ground that is scarred by shellholes until it looks not much unlike a map of the moon with its
" craters." In the centre of the picture are to be seen the remains
of a small wood. In the further distance a number of Germans

can be made out leaving their trench and hastening away from
the poisonous element which they imported into warfare. The
attacking troops are springing from their trenches in the foreground
to follow up their advantage behind the drifting cloud of gas.

The
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It was a gallant deed, and well has the world applauded
THE BATTLE OF PEPPER HILL.
(Contbuteq
it. Let us hear the " Times " correspondent.
Those
py:e. tn•.
French allies of ours ! " he exclaims. " Words fail me.
We feel the ground quiver beneath our feet, but there is They dashed over the crest of the Cote du. Poivre and on
no other overt act of battle—unless it be in the passing to to Louvemont. They carried Hill 378 overlooking the
and fro of the aviators, everywhere busy and alert. Where Bois des Fosses. They went through Vauche _Wood and
the sky is clear the planes stand out as silvered wings Hassoule Wood to the north of Douaumont, and they
against a field of blue. The buzz of them is like the overran the minor forts of Bezonvaux and Hardaumont,
droning of monster bees in the air. We see them winging farther to the right, to the north of Vaux, like International
beyond the German lines, but neither Taube nor Aviatik Rugby football forwards making mincemeat of a village
comes over to us. The mastery of the air is unquestioned team."
indeed, and blind are most of the shots which the Boche
—Which is Now Certain
artillery must now fire at us.
This is at ten o'clock. Look at Cote du Poivre The
He tells us later that the village of Vacherauville furnished
whole length of its steep hill is upon our side white with the grimmest fighting of this amazing day, and that some
the little clouds of bursting shrapnel. It tells us that the of th old time ferocity was to be witnessed therein. Men
German gunners believe we are about to climb that slope, crept from ruin to ruin, their grenades poised, their tread
and are taking their measures accordingly. The new-comer catlike. Machine-guns rattled in unexpected places, and
would declare it to be a terrible barrage, and would say whole platoons went down before them. Here were heard
surely the, French will not attempt anything yet. Little the screams of the hunted Huns and the frenzied cry of
would he know the Poilu ! The hour has struck, the word " Kamerad ! " The French mood mocked it all. They
has gone forth, the watches arc no longer the cynosure of were men who ran .a winning race from the very word
officers' eyes. From the very bowels of the earth the " Go," and nothing stopped them until the sun went down.
blue terror has sprung forth. lip and over the parapets When night fell they stood within a mile of the very
of the trenches go those insurpassable fellows.
positions - they held at the beginning of last February.
The house that Wilhelm had built_ and cemented with the
On to Victory —
blood of the five hundred thousand, lay in ashes. The
A good glass showS them like wonderful ants that a glory of Verdun had been made immortal.
clumsy foot has surprised. They run, they crawl, they
In truth a wonderful victory. There were nearly twelve
dodge to the- left, to the right ; they disappear in vast thousand prisoners taken before the end of the third day,
shell-holes ; they emerge again, they are up, they are and more than eighty cannon of various calibres. The
down, but always as a body going straight for the enemy French now hold all the dominating heights to the north
as a bulldog for the throat of its quarry. Never was of the town. They have reduced the German artillery
there a finer spirit. " Marchons ! " they sing, and " Aux practically to impotence ; their observation-posts command
armes, citoyens ! " They knew weeks ago that they had the great plain of the Woevre.. To Generals Nivelle,
the Boche beaten—and he is up yonder, that beaten man, Petam, and Mangin the thanks of - the nation have been
retreating leisurely along the crest of the ridge. How justly offered. With reason did the first-named applaud
little he knows the truth
Watch that other force cutting his Staff when he took his farewell of them.
in from Haudromont behind him. Blue coats also, and
" Gentlemen," he said, " I leave you after a splendid
bayonets that would have flashed in the sunshine had day. The experience is conclusive ; our methcid has
there been any. Now the frightened Hun perceives that proved itself. Once again the Second Army has displayed
he is taken fore and aft. A panic seizes upon him. Up more clearly than before its moral and material ascendancy
go' his hands, six thousand pairs of them. He has never over the enemy. Victory is certain ; of that I can assure
made so poor a show since this dread business of Verdun you. Germany will learn this to her cost."
)egan.
We can add nothing to such a tribute.

BRITISH TROOPS TAKE OVER MORE LINE.—An important change on the western front was effected at Christmas when the
British troops took over an extension of line and relieved the French troops who throughout the great offensive had held both banks
of the Somme: This photograph shows French soldiers watching the arrival of the British troops who relieved them.
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Off to Hoist the Union Jack

In April, 1916, General Van Deventer began his attack on the
important Central Railway running across German East Africa,
On April 17th he reached Kondoa Irangi, about a hundred miles
from the line. At th.s point, which is the centre of several main
roads, the enemy offered a stubborn resistance, but General Van

1917.

Over Kondoa Irangi

Deventer overcame it, and took Kondoa Irangi on the 19th, greatly
disconcerting the Germans by the rapidity of IlLs blow. Above we
see Lieut.—Colonel Murray advancing to take the surrender of
Irangi, a native bearer carrying the Union Jack which was to be
hoisted over the position as soon as it was occupied.

T/c War Illustrated, 13th January, 1917.
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Young Seacraft in the Pouch of the Kangaroo

The French submarine—carrier Kangaroo, torpedoed and sunk
in the 'boy of ruia.hal, showing the " pouch " in her forward part.

View of the interior of a submarine. The living space forward is
cramped owing to the quantity of machinery (Official photograph.)

A Submarine in pos.tion on board the French submarine—carrier Kangaroo 7 he fare part of th.s teasel was detachable, giving
access to a sort of dock in which the submarine was carried as a young kangaroo is carried in its mother's pouch. Right ; Inside a
submarine, looking through the periscope. (Official photograph.)
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Black Slaves of the Hun as Blockade-Runners

Blockade—running sounds an adventurous thing, thanks to the romances written round it, but it is a stern business or the blockade—
runner to be up against the British Navy, as is shown by the effective touches on this intercepted ,esset

How the German blockade—runners seek black assistance in their hopeless enterprise is made evident by the groups on this vessel,
which has been brought to with its decks awash. The dejected darkies do not seem to have relished their taste of adventure.
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Camera Glimpses Along the Somme Front
French Official and Exelr15:e9

A German shelter " on the Somme, near Maurepas, showing the Another enemy gun—shelter near Bouchavesnes, hastily made of
effect of a shattering shot from the Allies' artillery. (Exclusive.)
timber balks and rails during their retirement. (Excius ye.)

Assortment of samples from among the 12,000 Germans taken by the French
in tneir vigorous offensive be'ore Verdun. (French official photojraph•)

Testing Hunnish tools. A Poilu tries a flame—
thrower Secured on the Somme. (French official.)

Brief rest and a peaceful pipe during the Somme advance The shell—cases
and ammunition b,skets show ihnf it has been a lively corner

Gun emplacement of enemy battery of " 77's " near Bouchavesnes. Heavy German c an before \terrain. Entrance to enemy sap on
the right. Craters snow iorce of French attack. (Exclusive.)
Abandoned helmets indicate the rapid retirement. (exclusive.)

War Illustratcd, nth Tanuary, 1917.
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Varied Vignettes From Verdun and Combles
Exclusive Photographs

Actor the taking of Vaux Fort. German prisoners at an intern—
ment camp some miles behind the French lines.

French soldiers regard with lively interest some of their enemies
taken during the recent offensive in a wood before Verdun.

Enemy patrol secured on the Verdun front. One Poilu serves for guard while
they await examination. Note the new helmet adopted by the Germans.

Bodies from before Verdun safely enraged. The wounded officer in the
foreground maintains the accustomed alooiness of Prussian rank.

Gambles Railway Station as it was recaptured,
showing debris of an enemy munition train•

This small engine, a target on which many hits were scored, was The gutted ruin seen above was all that remained of 'Gambles
Station when the Allies retook it in the "great push."
left behind by the Germans when they fled from Comb/es.
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THE WONDERFUL WORK OF OUR NAVAL AIRMEN
Why the Hun Ships Scuttle When
They Sight a British Seaplane
HE public hears little of the Grand
Fleet and its silent and unceasing
vigil in the North Sea, and of the
brave sailors, most of whose daily deeds
of heroism have to be hidden under a
mantle of mystery ; but it hears less
about our naval airmen than of any other
fighting unit.
Round their doings the veil of secrecy
is drawn very close. It was lifted for a
moment a little while ago, when a Zeppelin
was brought down off the East Coast, and
when a recent communiqué from France
disclosed that a number of them were
doing brilliant work in co-operation with
the French airmen on the Vt,estern front.
But these are about the only glimpses
we have had, save for the rare raids on
Zeebrugge ; and one or two people have
-been disposed to belittle the services of
the - R.N.A.S. in consequence.
Their. Special Front
These people do not know of the
wonderful work that is being clone by
these men every day, and of the terrible
risks they run. If they did' they would
take off their hats to these heroic men.
That affair with the Zeppelin and those
raids on German naval bases were but
incidents in the course of the vital duties
performed by the flying men of the sea.
They have a very difficult and rather
disheartening task to do. Their aerodromes are " somewhere " on the East
Coast, and their battle-area is anywhere
in the mists and storms over the Wide
North Sea. Unlike their comrades in
France, for them there are no lines of
trenches and communications to watch,
no familiar-looking towns-and villages to
fly over, no scarred and cratered landscape
constantly changing under the hammer
of the guns.
Their front is simply the North Sea,
grey, immutable—always the same merciless element, swept at this time of the
year by sudden and overwhelming storms
of rain, hail, and snow, and winds in
which the most perfect aircraft cannot
live.
Over this the naval airmen have to fly
at all times, in all seasons, and in almost
all weathers. They are part of Britain's
" sure shield," the part of it which rises to
the heavens. They are the first line of
defence of this long and vulnerable coast.
They patrol the air, keeping a ceaseless
watch tor enemy aircraft and enemy ships,
including the subMatines. Though they
may be out of sight of land, and alone
above the waste of waters, they are not
out of touch ; there is a little instrument
by the side of the observer which he can
operate and send invisible messages to
wireless stations many miles-away.
Their Great Game
The monotony and strain of thiS kind
of flying are great ; it has very little of the
excitement of the flying on the - western
front, with battles in the air, bombdropping -expeditionS;e .and daring, observation work, but 'dangers of a very
different kind, which put a tremendous
tax on the nerves of the pilot. _
- He may go very many miles out to sea,
and climb to a height of 8,00o to ro,000
feet, when on a clear day he can command
an immense range of the waters on which
no German craft dare float for long. And

T

" Their aerodromes are ' somewhere ' on
the East Coast, and their battle-area is
anywhere in the mists and storms over the
wide North Sea. . . . They are part of
Britain's sure shield,' the part of it which
:rises to the heavens. The sea is no friend
of the flying machine. It is the most
'treacherous of landing-places.then he may come doWn, and flying low,
spot an enemy submarine, and attack it
with bombs before it has a chance to
submerge.
The story of one such feat was
recently disclosed When a pilot successfully attacked a li boat off Zeebrugge.
It is a great game these daring pilots
play—hovering over the surfaCe of the
water to catch the -steel fishes as gulls
swoop down on a shoal of herring.
The enemy have long been well aware
of the new danger that° may be awaiting
theni directly they come up for fresh air.
The periscope tells when a warship is
near, but it does not mirror the spy in the
sky.
'A bold Hun flotilla that has made a
risky dash out to sea tor a few hours, in
the hope of kidnapping a merchantman,
or of falling unawares upon a lonely patrolboat, scuttles back to its base when it
catches sight of a British seaplane ; for
that seaplane, in addition to having some
explosive ' eggs - to drop, and possibly
also a gun, may be telling some of
Admiral Beatty's or Commodore Tyrwhitt's dare-devil flotillas all about it.
Their " Landing " Dangers
The occasions on which our sea airmen
get " sport " of this kind, however, are
not frequent enough to provide much
compensation for the constant perils of
flying over the sea. The naval airman
is in a very different predicament from the
land flyer when his engine breaks down,
or something else goes wrong and he must
come down.
The man in the overland machine, if
he is far away from his aerodrome, is
usually flying at a great height, and he
has plenty of tithe to plane slowly down,
and have a good look round before selecting a safe landing-place:
'But what is the naval airman who
comes down many miles out at sea to
do ? It is true he has some ingeniouslyconstructed " floats " attached to his
machine 'in the place of the wheels of the
land aeroplane, and they will keep the
seaplane above water bar- hours, except
in a mountainous sea, and he also has a
lifebelt. But with no ship in sight, his
chance of being saved is worse than that
of a shipwrecked crew in an open boat.
That is why some of our brave naval
pilots have flown out to sea and have
never been heard of again.
The sea is no friend of aircraft ; it is
the most treacherous of all landing-places.
" When you are coming down on the
water," said one pilot the other day,
" you are never quite sure when you are
going to touch the surface. The water is
very deceptive, and more than once I
-have shut off my engine, thinking that I
was just a few feet from the waves, when,
as a matter of fact, I was still something
like a hundred feet up, with the result

that I could not restart my engine, the
machine lost its stability and side-slipped,
and I was thrown out.
Luckily, I fell clear each time, and
was only partially stunned by the impact
with the water, and managed to swim
back to the machine. You might almost as
well fall fifty feet on to asphalt as a like
distance on to the sea. The result is
almost the same, with the exception that
on land, if you are unconscious,, in time
some kindly stretcher-bearer will take
you to the hospital—whil , out among
the waves you simply disappear, and are
never heard of again.
Their Night Experiences
" I would sooner land in a field with
cattle running about and risk the chance
of a collision than come down on a very
rough sea when the waves are like the
Cotswold Hills. From above they will
look like ripples on a pond, but closer
examination gives you a fright. It's
like going down a water-chute, - and it's
heavy odds on your machine turning half
a somersault and going headlong to the
bottom.More than once our brave naval pilots
have been rescued by a fishing-smack or a
patrol-boat just in time, after they have
been drifting for hours with waves of icecold water dashing over them. Sometimes it is because of a violent storm of
rain and sleet, which has made a descent
imperative.
Flying over the sea at night in a sea-'
plane is the most dangerous of all flying
work. That is why Zeppelin crews.were,
until recently, under the grievously
mistaken belief that once over the sea
they were safe.
A lighted landing-place to guide an
airman flying over the land in the dark is
practicable, but on the sea if is impossible.
You cannot rope off sections of the water
and light them with flares. It would be
quite easy on the Serpentine, but the
North Sea is much too big.
The airman who goes out to sea in the
darkness of the night is very near death,
but it the call was made, our dauntless
pilots would not hesitate.
Their Bagged Zeppelin
They did not hesitate in the feeble light
of the dawn one dark, misty morning off
the Norfolk coast, when a Zeppelin,
rumbling on its way back to Germany,
was caught a few miles from the shore and
reduced to a blazing fabric that fell, a
charred wreck, into the waves.
The men who did it were typical of the
young men who patrol the East Coast—
public-school boys, with a sprinkling of
Colonials.
It is not generally known that one of the
pilots who was decorated for destroying
this Zeppelin, Lieutenant Cadbury, D.S.M.,
flew a land machine, and emulated the
feat of that wonderful young British
airman on the western front, Captain Ball,
D.S.O., by going after his victim clad in
his pyjamas.
H. R. S.
NEED OF NEWEST AEROPLANES

I desire to point out that the mainten-

ance of mastery in the air, which is
essential, entails a constant and liberal
supply of the most up-to-date machines,
without which even the most skilful pilots
cannot succeecl.—FIELD-MARSHAL HAIG.
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Aerial Photography and Imaginative Art

A Nieuport chaser biplane photographed at a height of 6,000 feet from another Nieuport, both flying at high speed. Aerial photography
has reached a perfection that is surprising even in these days of rapid perfecting of appliances to meet the new needs arising out of war.

An imagmat,ve German artist's conception oz an engagement on the Ypres Cana:: German shells bursting oh the Ames; and tatioeg ana
German biplanes scaring Over them, while in their trenches rather bored German infantry wait for some reply from the other-aide.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Capt. G. GOODES, M.C.,
Royal I, usiliers.

Lt.-Col. C. E. GOFF, M.C.
(King's) Liverpool Res.t.

Capt. D. G. PEARCE,
The Buffs (E. Rent Regt.).

Capt. G. F. IRVINE,
R. Warwickshire Regt.

Capt. F. D. JESSOP.
East Surrey Regt.

Capt. L. 0. A. CURTIES,
Machine Gun Brigade.

Capt. J. C. LAUDER,
Argyll and Sutherland Hghdrs.

Capt. G. BIGNELL,
Bedfordshire Regt.

Capt. M. L. W. MATTHEWS,
Royal West Kent Regt.

aptain George Goodes, Royal Fusiliers, was one of the heads of the Polytechnic
C
School of Education, and formerly was Professor of Elocution at the Academy of
Dramatic Art. He entered the Inns of Court O.T.C. in January, 1913. In June, 1916,

Capt. H. P. MEAKIN,
Coldstream' Guards.

Sec.-Lt. L. J. MOON,
Devon Rep,.

Sec.-Lt. J. M. UNDERWOOD,
R.} A

he was awarded the Military Cross.
Captain John C. Lauder was the only son of Mr. Harry Lauder. Educated at Jesus
College, Cambridge, he joined the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders on the outbreak
of war and won his captaincy by good service on the 1161. He retuned to the front
after recovering from his third wound, and was killed in action shortly afterwards.
Second-Lieutenant Leonard James Mann, Devon Regiment, was educated at Westminster and at Pembroke College, Cambridge. At Cambridge he was a double Blue,
playing Association football and cricket for the University. Subsequently he played football for the Old Westminsters and Corinthians and cricket for Middlesex. For seven
years he had been joint headmaster and joint owner of Wellesley House School, Broadstairs. Shortly after the outbreak of war lie enlisted in the Inns of Court 0.T.C., and
obtained a commission in the Devon Regiment. After a short period of service in France
he was sent to another front and there received wounds of which he died.
Second-Lieutenant C. Walter Martin, Royal Marines, killed in action, aged nineteen
years, had shown great promise of a brilliant theatrical career. After training at the
Academy of Dramatic Art he played under the management of H. B. Irving at the Savoy,
cf Frederiek Harri-Lin at the Haymarket, and of Vcdrenne and Eadie at the Royalty.

Lieut. D. G. HAGARTY,
Canadian Infantry.

Sec.-Lt. L. F. ABERDEEN, Lieut. W. G. BLACKWELL
Royal Fusiliers.
London Regt.

Sec.-Lt. R. H. SHAW,
Nortaumberland Fus.

Sec.-Lt. C. W. MARLIN,
Sec.-Lt. S. B. COGHILL, Sec.-Lt. H. M. A. OLPHERT
Royal Marines.
R. Munster Fus., att. Leinster
Royal Innisailling Fus.
/at Ctlah
Por r.(,t by Lafayette. Elt,bb.
sake

Se3.-Lt. L. WILLIAMS,
NorthumDerland Pus.

Lie it. A. D. PROSSER,
Canadian IntaltrY.
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Reviewing the Scene of Victory at Combles
French Official Photograph

Nothing could more adequately convey an idea of the ruin that
invasion brings in its train than this photograph of what was
once the pretty town of Combles, taken from a breach made by
shells in the wall of the church. Combles, situated on the Somme
Canal, with a station on the " Twister " railway that runs from

Albert to Peronne, was a prosperous town until it became an im—
portant position in the war. It was taken from the Germans by
the Allies in co—operation, September 26th, 1916, after terrific
fighting, acrd recigced to powdered dust. And this is the present
state of almost every town and village in Picardy.

UR
Chronology
'ro. r. Allied Troops Land at A thews.-These forces are attacked by f ;reek
troops and return their fire, and Withdraw ;
many casualties.
War Office issues statement recarding
the defeat and dispersal of enemy force
in German East Africa, which, driven
out of Tabora by the Belgians in September, attempted to join the German
troops in the south-central region of the
territory. The force has been divided
into to parties., one of Which surrendered.
DEC. 2.--P, Liman i an troops turn in their
retreat and oppose the enemy's: advarce.
Latter driven. back on the road from
Rumanians
Bukarest to Alexandria.
recapture Comana and Gostinari, and
tale 26 guns.
Drc. -ri—Announced that the Government is
to be reconstructed.
13attle of the Ares ends in Rumanian
defeat ; First RuManian Army driven
beyond Titu ; Rumanian
South
WTst of Bukarcst driven back.
Dm. (I.—Petrograd announces that R
manians " under uninterrupted enemy
Pressvac " are retiring in the PitesniTa rgovi s tea area.
Russians -grin a height two miks
south-west of Jablonitza.
Serbians c. cry by assault the
(7f Staravina.
Due. 5.—Mt. Asquith resigns Premiership.
and Mr. Lloyd. George resigns as Secrettffy
for War.
Continued Rumanian retreat. Our. ally retreats tcovards the east, fighting rearguard get1+7:ii , ; ' enemy advancing towards
Ploesti.
Disc. 6.---L-Kr. - Lloyd George to form a Government.
Fall of Bukarest.
Russians lose again the co. inia
height of the Jahlonicti PaSs.
Germans attacking at Verdun
slight gains on Hill stn.
Lloyd George Prime Minister.—
Duo.
lie accepts the King's offer of the post
of Prime Minister and First Lord- of the
Treasury, and kisses hands, upon Ids
appoint-merit.
fie/mans announce that Rumaniail
rearguard at Orsova forced into engagement on River Alt, and obliged to
capitulate with S,00ct men.
Drc. Fa—Admiralty announces German tried
raider sighted in the North An-stars on
December 4,
Russians attack three miles south
jawendk, - in the south-east center of
Galicia.
•
Allied blockade of Greece.
DLc. 9.--West and south, of Vale Putila,
South Bukovina, Russians attack the
enemy and capture 50o prisoners.
British raid enemy trenches at 1_u;- P,Ic
Sts Vaast • and Sonchez.
French make successful coup de main
against a Gerry salient in region of the
Butte du Mese..
Dix. tn.—British bombard heavily various
points behind the enemy's fines.
Russia reports that in Wallachia theRofnanian troops, under unceasing hosthe
pressure, continue to retire ea try
Rumanians, by a counter-attack,
store their position along the high road
Ploesti-Mizil, where they had been ch- iven
back.
Drc. I.—Name,' of the new " War Cabinet "
afr Ounced.
ilied air raid on Zeebrugge.
Russians reported to have ad,.--ancd
the Carpathians in the region of Kirlittaba
and in. the- Valley of the Mattis Rivet.

RY F T
I Events, Deee:nbzr 1st to 31st, 1916
Ru anion retreat continued
captures Urzieeni and Mizil.
c. 12.—Trench droops carry five cl
Bulgarian posts south of the Litnintitza
River (S.W. of Gevgelb.
Germany's Peace Moye.—At a specially
summoned meeting of the -Reichstag,
peace overtures, to be made through
neutral Governments by -the four enrol'
Powers, were announced.
DEL'. 13.—Changes in French Higher Command.--General Nivelle commands Li
the field on the western front. General
Johre hem:Aims " technical military adviser " to the new French War Committee. Vice-Admiral Gauchet to c:anre.and Allied Fleet in the Mediterranean
in place of Admiral du-Fournet.
Advance - on Kut.=British troops
advance from the south on the. Ll'ai
River. Crossing to the west bank of Kg,
riVer, they clear the Turkish trenches,
and hold a position two miles and a halt
from Rut.
Rumania south of Bukarest-Cerra
N'oda line ui hack ensen's hands,

Eut-el-Amara and on the north bank at
Sannan-Yat.
Two torpedo-boat destroyers' sunk in
collision in North Sea; --55 lives lost.
DEC. 22.:—British air raid on Turkish base
near Bargela, Magdhaba, Beersheba,
Auja and railway bridge at Tel-el-Sharia.
Rumanians abandon Isaccea and
Tultcha in the Dobruja.
New Peace Move.—Text of President
Wilson's Note on peace to all the belligerents published.
New Allied Note .delivered to Greece.
Dt:C. 23.—Great Victory in Egypt.—Mounted
troops carry strong enemy position at
Magdhaba. Total captures amount to
1,350 prisoners and much war- material.
AuStrian naval raid in Strait of Otranto;
enemy's force driven off by allied units.
Dec. 2.4.-0fficiallr announced that on the
Struma front our troops carry out a
successful raid on Kavakli, and the Royal
Navy effectively bombards enemy entrenchments in neighbourhood of
Neochari.

Drc it .---Near the Jablonica Pass Russian
artillery bombards Kovosmezo.
French report that enemy's artillery
bombards the whole of the Serbian front
and the town of Monastic.

Duo. 25.—British artillery active north bf the Sonune.
On the Doiran front our troops success
fully raid enemy's main-line trenches
'between Lake Doirat and Doldzeli.

Drc. t5.--Great French Victory at. Verdun.-Attacking the enemy on the east bank
of the Meuse, to the north of Douautnont,
our ally of
his frofit over a depth of
two miles, taking Vacherauville and
I.011Vemont, and the works of I-larda
mont and -Bezonvaux. Prisoners amoaant
io 7,500.
Allies' ultimatmn to Greece results in
compliance.
British outposts pushed to within
three-quarters of a mile of the Tig.cis,
south of Kut.
General SD:Juts? troops in East Africa
repulse strong German attacks in the
neighbourhood of Kibata, and Occiapy an
important ridge north-east of same.

DEC. a6.—Announced that Rumanians have
evacuated Eilipesti.
Great artillery activity on both sides
in the sectors Belloy-en-Santerre and
•
Fouquescourt.
British naval raid on Galata-(Gallipoli).
British aviators bomb Dillingen, and
French aviators bomb Neunkirchen and
Hagondancroy,

DEC. I6.—French victory at Verdun extendedThe village of Bezonvanx carried, uud
prisoners total nearly Imeco.
General Maude extends his hold
the Hai, and consolidates the line
Magasis-Rata Haji Fahan,
DEC. I 7.—Successful British trench
near Ran-art, and south-west
Wytschaete.

of

IS.—German counter-attack at Vetduh
gains a footing in the farm of Chambrettes.
but driven out, The French report that
they have taken 11,387 prisoners since
December 15, 115 guns, 1e7 malhineguns.
DEC. fg.—French report lively artillery high,
Mg on both sides of the right bank of
the Meuse.
Reported that German adyance in
Rumania has been &nicked before Braila,
at the village of Botogu, thirty miles
away from the town.
Great speech by Mr. Lloyd George in
Parliament on German peace offer and
new Government's war policy.
. —Russians report that an enemy
DEC
attach, south-west of Brody, near Bonikowica, breaks down.
Due. 2 I .—E1 Arish Recaptured.—Our troops
occupy the Egyptian town of El Arish,
Which had been for two years in the
hands of the Turks.
Advance on Rut. Our aeroplanes drop
a toff of explosives on Turkish advanced
base and shipping near Bargela, and
cur guns heavily bombard hostile trenehes
on the smith bank of the Tigris: near

c. 7,--Imperial War Conference.—Announced that an invitation has been sent
to the Dominion Prime Ministers to attend
a Special War Conference of the Empire."
GenerAl Joffre nominated Marshal of
France.
British Front Extended Announced
that more of the allied line in France
has been taken over by the British army.
The operation was completed on the night
of Christmas.
Germans claim success in Rumania .in
a battle lasting five dayS, and announce
they have taken Rimnic-Sarat.
British naval airmen destroy Chikaldir
Bridge on Bagdad Railw ay.
French battleship Gaulois torpedoed
it, Mediterranean ; four lives lost.
DEc. 28.—Germans claim further successes
at Rimnic-Satat, and ro,000 prisoners.
DEC. 29.—INe \V German offensive on Moldavian border,
Enemy attack north-west of erdna
repulsed.
DEC. 3o.----Allies reply . to German peace
proposals with - a direct negative; the
proposalS are characterised as sham,
lacking all substance and precision, less
an offer of peace than a war manceuvre.
Italian guns very active against thefa-hole front of the enemy, especially east
of Gorizia and on the C'.arso. Enemy
shells Gorizia without doing damage of
importance.
North-west of Zborow (in
,Russian scouts attack an enemy outpost
in the region of Presowce, annihilated
part of the post, and take the remainder
prisoners.
DEC. 31,—British effectively -bombard the
' enemy's defences south-east of Le
TransIoy, An enemy ammunition dump
is blown Up as the result of our fire.
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AUSTRIA'S FUTURE AND THE PRUSSIAN YOKE

.

Will the New Emperor Claim Independence?
By Dr. JAMES MURPHY
favourite topics of speculation with those who discuss the future of the war—and who does not ?—
O NEisofthethepossibility
of Austria-Hungary beingtempted to break away from the galling German yoke and

to offer the Allies acceptable terms of peace. Austria has been treated by Germany as a mere tool, and almost
with as much disdain as if she were an enemy, so that there can be no real union of hearts between these two
Germanic peep les. It is notorious-that Austria has so far suffered more acutely than Germany in her internal
affairs ; she has also had to withstand the shock of greater and more frequent military loss, and might be supposed
to be heartily sick of her part in the war. But have we good cause at the present time for thinking that Austria
is visibly weakening in her allegiance to Germany ? Dr. James Murphy, who has proved himself orie of the
best informed commentators on die war, especially as regards the Italian and Austrian interests, has been invited
to give my readers his views on this subject, and I think they will be found provocative of thought.—EfrnoR.
UV:RING the past few weeks it has been persistently
j rumoured that AuStria is weary of war and is anxious
for a separate peace. Whatever may be said of the
grounds on which this theory is founded, we must recognise
the fact that drastic changes are taking place in the political
affairs of the Dual Monarchy. It is impossible to foresee
what the ultimate tendency of-these charges may be, Do
they point to a desire on the part of the Hapsburg Monarchy
to flice itself from the Prussian dictatorship ? If so, would
the final goal of that movement be the formation of a
separate peace With the Entente ?
Might it not be that the changes which the new Emperor
is introducing point to a re-establishment of Austrian
independence, for the purpose of satisfying the political
:
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AUSTRIA-UNGARY—Ethnographical
map showing the distributioot the many peoples whose diverse interests it is the
new Emperor's difficult task to reconcile.

elements that are opposed to Prussian domination and
thereby strengthening the Austro-German Coalition ? In
other words, might it not be that by closing up her „ranks,
and taking a more independent stand side by side with
Prussia, Austria _hopes that She will be able to offer a
bolder front to her foes ?
Let us examine the grounds on which-an answer to these
questions might be based. First of all, we must take into
account the different interests which struggle for a leading
place in direCting - the general policy of Austria-Hungary.
These are mainly three. First comes the traditional
Hapsburg party, made up of the archducai and ducal
families, the great landed proprietors who trace their
pedigrees back to mediaeval times, high ecclesiastical
dignitaries and the military caste. These form a kind of
august camarilla, whose allegiance is whole-he.artedly for
sworn to the House of Hapsburg. hanging on to them, asretainers and blind supporters, is the great uneducated
peasantry of Austria proper, Tyrol, Slavonia and Croatia.
All these are fundamentally as anti-Prussian as they
are pro-Austrian. Next in importance. comes the PanGerman-Magyar Coalition. In this fold is gathered a

section of the modern intellectualised classes in Austria
itself doctors, la*yers, industrial and commercial magnates,
professors, and middle-class business people. They look
upon Prussian education and organisation as one of the
most progressive phenomena in the modern world. The
Magyars are the Junkers of Hungary, and though their
racial sympathies are neither pro-Austrian nor pro-Prussian,
they are in allegiance with the pan-Germanists, chiefly
because the modern policy of Trialism adopted by the-late
Archduke is detrimental to Magyar interests.
Aims of the Late Archduke
In the third place comes the. Socialist party, generally
at its strongest in the large towns and cities, and on the
whole very much weaker in Austria than in any modern
European State. Outside these three parties, exercising
little direct influence in general politics, the scattered
nationalities of " the ramshackle Empire live, move, and
have their being. These are the Czechs, the Poles, the
Southern Slays, and the popular party in Hungary.
It goes without saying that Prussian friendship for
Austria has never been disinterested. Bismarck openly
confessed that the alliance which he had formed with the
Dual Monarchy was ultimately meant to pave the way
for complete German domination in Central Europe. In
striving to carry out that policy modern Prussia sdught to
use as instruments one or other of the Austrian political
parties. In this manoeuvre she suffered a severe check
from the policy of the late Archduke, who was looked Up to•
as the hope of the traditional Austrian party and the
champion of national autonomy for the Galicians arid
Southern Slays.
During the few years which preceded his tragic end he
acted as vice-regent for his aged uncle. He had already
matured his plans fOr the establishment of an autonomous
Southern Slav kingdom and an autonomous Galicia ; but lie
did not wish his policy to become a fact until Francis Joseph
had passed away.. They would bury the synagogue with
honour. Naturally, the policy was bitterly opposed by the
Magyars, who realised that the loss of Croatia, and consequently of independent access to, the sea, would be a heavy
blow to some of their most important interests. But this
was one of the reasons why the Archduke and his party
strenuously held on to their policy, for two -Vassal States,
Galicia and Southern Slavia, would more than outweigh.
Magyar influence in the policy of the Hapsburg Empire.
Suspension of the Constitution
With the death of Franz Ferdinand and the outbreak
of war the 'Whole state of affairs was changed. The
Emperor retired to his palace 'at Schonbrunn and held
himself aloof from the world. Shut up in his castle as
in -a medi -Val monastery, while his subjects were giving
their lives for the defence of his name and House, the
outside world heard next to nothing of Francis Joseph
so little, indeed, that people, often asked one another
whether he were alive or dead. It was m4c4;440„§anie with
his Empire. Nobody knew anything of Anslifani-po:iey,
for an Austrian policy did not exist._
•'
On March i6th, 1914, the Austrian Parliament was.
prorogued, and it has not assembled since. The Parliament
buildings have been turned into military hospitals, and
['_0..tiiitCci Oa page 556
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Lords of Misrule and Some of Their Poor Pups-ts

General HiImi Pasha, chief of the Turks in the Dobruja. Right : General
von Falkenhayn, commander of Austro—German troops, in a captured
Rumanian town.

Karl I., the new Emperor of Austria—Hungary, with the Kaiser (in Austrian uniform), inspecting German troops on the western front.
There are indications that the young Austrian Emperor will be less amenable to dictation than was the aged uncle whom he has succeeded.
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there is no likelihood that they will be soon re-converted. Upwards of forty members are abgereist (gone
away), which is the euphemistic way of saying that
some have been hanged—Cxsare Battisti, for instance—
othersdmprisoned, while a few fortunate ones have fled the
country.
Up to the eve of the old Emperor's death Count Stuergkh
ruled the Empire as Premier, but he ruled without a Parlia.ment. , It is widely said that Stuergkh was a natural son of
the Emperor: Faithful to Francis JOseph, and ever by his
side, he turned a deaf ear to all entreaties for there-establishment of the Constitution. He carried out his rule on the old
principle of absolutisth, so dear to the Hapsburgs, arresting,
imprisoning, executing all and sundry public men who were
supposed to'have shown signs of disloyalty. One day in
October, 1916, while dining in a Vienna café, he was slain
by, Frederick Adler, . whose father, Victor Adler, is leader
of the Austrian Socialists.
Plot and Counterplot
During Stuergkh's rule, Count Tisza, the Hungarian
Premier, dictated the foreign policy of the Monarchy.
Tisza is simply a Prussian tool,- ready for any intrigue or
mancetivre which might help the 'Prussian cause. Last
October he cleverly succeeded, temporarily at least, in
securing the allegiance of the Hunourian popular party.
During the Rumanian invasion of fransylvania the Hungarians loudly called to Austria fbt help against the invader,
but Austria was too hard pressed elsewhere. For the
moment a wave of opposition arose in HUnoury against
Tisza. He was accused of having betrayed bbHungary to
Austro-German interests. But Tisza cleverly turned the
opposition to his own account. Count Andrassy, the popillar
leader, appealed to Vienna for help, but was refused. Then
lie appealed to Berlin, with the result that Hindenburg's
army drove the Rumanians from Transylvania. The move
was designed to impress the Hungarian populace with the
idea that the Germans were their friends and deliverers.
But the move outreached itself; for the extension of
Hindenburg's authority to the control of the Austrian
armies on the eastern &Out was too glaring a sign of
Austrian subjection to Germany.
On the morrow after Stuergkh's death FranciS Joseph
cast about for a new Premier. At first he sent for Prince
Hohenlohe, who had been the counsellor and friend of the
late Franz Ferdinand. He is a pronounced Clerical,
hostile to the Pan-Germanists within the Empire, stoutly
opposed to the Hungarian Junkers, of whom 'Tisza is the
leader, and bitterly anti-Itaiian. Under hostile pressure
from Tisza; Hohenlohe failed to form a Cabinet. Von
Koerber was then sent for, and succeeded.
The New Emperor Shows His Hand
On November list Francis Joseph died, and Archduke
Charles succeeded to the Hapsburg throne. 'Little. was
known of the new Emperor's political leanings. Some
said that lie was pro-German, others that he was a disciple
of Franz Ferdinand. He soon showed his hand by dismissing Von Koerber and forming a Cabinet under ClamMartinitz, a Bohemian Magnate who is not a strong factor
in political life. The new Cabinet might be looked upon
as formed on the basis, of an alliance between the Trialists
and the traditional, Austrian Conservatives. The dismisSal of
two: :leadii*•pir0=Gertnans in the Foreign Office, Baron von
b Count Forgach, seems to show that Emperor
Macchio and
Charles intends to make an end of pro-German influence.
FollOwing„. this move _ comes the project of establishing
an independent Southern Slav kingdom. This would
take in Slayonia; Croatia, Bosnia . and Herzegovina, probably Dalmatia, and part of Albania and Serbia. If the
Move be successful it -- will considerably influence the
general state of Central European politics. Let us inquire
what that influence may be and how far it may affect the
,_
conduct of the war.
The Magyars are opposed to it, for reasons already
stated. It is tremendously popular with the Clerical
party, which has carried on for the past thirty years a
strenuous Austrian propaganda among the Roman Catholic
Croats and Slovenes. For the Pan-Germanists of Austria
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proper it is not a serious blow, for though it woundSPrussian pride to find Emperor Charles opposed to their
domineering methods, still in the present grave crisis there
are many ho feel that a more independent Austria will be a
stronger factor than formerly in bearing the brunt of the
strife on behalf of the Teutonic Powers. As to its bearing
outside the Empire, the Austrians hope that it will have,
the effect of offering a bolder resistance to the Italians.
The Croats and Slovenes fight against Italy with a fury
that has something in it of religious fanaticism. They are
for the most part an extremely ignorant peasantry, who
have been made the blind tools of Austrian intripe
against Italy. For nearly a generation the idea has been
religiously instilled into their minds that the Italians are
the agents of Satan. They are represented as the -prison
warders of the Pope, and the Holy Father is supposed to
languish in a dismal dunaeon„ through the narrow bars
of which he receives his 'sdaily rations from red-shirted
Garibaldians. France is painted as a land of rampant
atheists, who are striving to put out the stars of heaven.Does Austria Desire a Separate Peace?
The movement is also calculated to affect outside,
thought. The idea of an independent Southern Slav
kingdom has been widely .propagandised in the Entente:
countries. Ostensibly the movement was supposed to
champion Serbian interests ; but to say ,the least of it, it
was rather inconsistent to make such a pother about the
national rights of Croatians and Slovenes, who are among
the bitterest enemies of the Entente. Anyhow, it would
appear that Austria is now taking advantage of a prbpa7
ganda that was supposed to be against her, rrnd
probably hopes that by so doing she may be able to sow
discord in the councils of the Entente. But here, of course,
she will find herself seriously mistaken.
Returning to the original question, let us ask how far
these events may be taken as a sign of disunion between
Germany and her Austrian ally ? Are there good grounds
for supposing that Austria is anxious to break away and
form a separate peace ? The information to hand is act
sufficient to warrant any such definite conclusion.
It is true that, on the occasion of his visit for the pm-pose
of attending the funeral of Francis Joseph, Kaiser 1.Vilheini
was snubbed in Vienna. Tile populace hissed him as 1.e
arrived at the station, and evidently Emperor Charles found
some polite way of making him realise that the Hapsburgs
and not the Hohenzollerns are still rulers in the Austrian
capital. The Prussian Kaiser went off in high dudgeon,
depriving the funeral services of his majestic presence.
The three South German Kings of Bavaria, Saxony, and
Wiirtemberg remained, showing that they did not consider
themselves bound to support the protest of their War Lord.
Portent of the. Emperor's Innovations
But these incidents are only storms in tea-cups—perhaps
we had better say beer-mugs—and it would be a mistake
to interpret them as signs of a deeper disunion in matters
political or military. The same may be said of the
chagrin caused in Austria by the refusal of Hungary to
send more grain to Austria, though she allowed the
Germans• to have it fairly abundantly. And the action of
the Germans in collaring all the spoils in Rumania, leaving
their Austrian partners in the, lurch, is another incident
of the same type. The Austrian soldiers are hungry., so
is the proletariat ; but the wealthy families and thin
officers have sufficient. In an embattled country, where
medixyal autocracy and military tyranny rufe, them is
not munch chance of a popular rising either in the Army or
at home.
We must, therefore, take Emperor Charles's innovations
simply as part of a policy of demestic reformn, , .KaiSer
Willielins scowl is not law, as it used to be, for hiS shadow
has grown less, while that of Hindenburg has grown greater.
Emperor Charles can snub his Hohenzollern rival without
dreading grave political consequences. He is surrounded by
shrewd advisers, who probably leer that a general policy of
strengthening Austria's voice in the Teutonic Coalition
will be the means of helping her to wage a more vigorous
war. Certainly it will place her in a better position to
take her part-as a factor in the 'ultimate' peace negotiationsthan she would be were she to, remain the . vassal of
Prussia.
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Fearing Ne her Gale Nor Lurking Submarine

their own again. In this picture Mr. a. H. Davis shows different
With all the possible tonnage that can be obtained to fulfil the
types of these "wind—jammers " in a high wind, laden with mass—
demands made upon our shipping by our own requirements and
saries brought from afar. The brave crews, having passed thus
the fulfilling of our obligations to our Allies, the sailing ships and
five—masted schooners that seemed threatened with extinction in far the peril of the U boats with their unscrupulous pirate
competition with steamers may truly be said to have come into gangs, are rapidly approaching the wished—for home waters.
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Through Dreary Solitudes of Des r Sand

Along one of the most ancient roads in the world—the camel route
from Egypt to Syria—" the Desert Column " are -here seen in
appropriate undress, marching through sun—scorched sand.

Aus'.rallan mounted troops saw much active service in Egypt.
This trooper is bringing Ina couple of blincrolded Bedouin spies.

New arrivals in Western Egypt. The " padre " thoroughly
enjoys his pipe perched on the edge of a goods truck.

Camels are very necessary auxiliaries of the army in Egypt, for not only are they needed for general transportwork, but on them
ornmy has to depend as his water—carriers in the sandy desert where water may easily come to be more precious than god.
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Gallant Gurkhas Making Good in Mesopotamia
.

West and East the Gurkhas have fought gallantly on behalf of the Emperor-King. Here a sturdy draft of these first-class fighting men
are seen on the march along the sunny sands of Mesopotamia to reinforce the troops engaged against the Turks on the Tigris.

Field-kitchen of a well-known Gurkha regiment near to the front line in Mesopotamia. Here their accustomed diet is prepared for these
bravo Indian soldiers by their cook comrades in full accordance with their particular requirements.

On the Tigris river-boats, such as these alongside the bank, are used for transporting small bodies of troops up to our Mesopotamia:.
front, thus supplementing the land line of communications. This appears a busy though nut a temporary " port of
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Dawn of the New Day in Macedonia

French infantry leaving thetrenches to have a bayonet bout with Bulgarians. (French.
official photograph.) Left : British sentries examining a Macedonian peasant's permit.

Bulgarian prisoners from Monastir on their way down to Salonika. In the first
three weeks of November, 19113, the Serbians alone captured about 2,000

French and Serbs waiting to spring forward to attack a Bulgarian trench which was- being sheited. Right: This Serbian during the
advance to Monastir reached his own home and was welcomed with flowers by his children. (French official photographs.)
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Devoted Women Honoured by Grateful

[Lathe Ovules.

rLallie Charles.
The Hon. Mrs. Percy Wyndham, V.A.D.,
mentioned in Sir Douglas Haig's despatch
for devotion to duty.

Miss A. I. Baird, R.R.C. First Class,
Q.A.I.M.N.S.R., in charge of a clear—
ing station in France. She was men—
tioned in Lord French's despatches.

The Lady Rosemary Leveson—Gower, V.A.D.,
mentioned in Sir Douglas Haig's despatch for
devotion to duty,

Red Cross and Green Cross nurses at a railway
station in Paris. (French official photograph.)

Staff Nurse Catherine Carruthers, of the Territorial i.ursing
Service, who has been awarded the Military Medal for bravery in
the field. Right: Madame Macherez, the heroine of Soissons,
whb, on the arrival of the Germans. parleyed
them, and by

her diplomacy saved many lives and the destruction of part 0,
the town. The photograph is of the painting of her by M. G.
Boncart, exhibited at the ,,rench Exhibition of Paintings of th,e
War in Paris. (French official photograph.)
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Britain's Oldest Ally Again Takes the Field

Much ingenuity has had to be exercised in meeting the new 111111091061 incident tet modern warfare. These screens are hel,eved to have
served effectually for masking railways from observers either on that Istrid,or in the air. (French official photogrann ,

Halt for dinner is a welcome break in the strenuous day, one which these
jerkin—clad Tommies seem thoroughly to enjoy. (British official photograph.)

Portuguese troops are now with the other Allies on the western front. A number of their officers, just arrived in Paris, are here discussing
the situation with a couple of French comrades. Above : Two of the new arrivals being shown something of the capital by their friends.
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GREAT ISSUES OF THE WAR

WAR-TIME PROGRESS IN THE HEALING SCIENCES
By Dr. C. W. SALEEBY.
•

N hiS despatch on the Somme Battle Sir Douglas Haig Said that during the period dealt with
there'was an almost complete absence of wastage due to disease of a preventable nature. Dr. C. W.
Saleeby, with characteristic felicity of style, here tells something of the medical triumphs achieved
during the war by antitoxin treatment • of -typhoid and tetanus ad the • discovery of new antiseptics
and new methods of irrigating wounds; these triumphs being attended by permanent advance in the
study of the heart, rheumatism, and dysentery. One great issue of the war in his Opinion will be the
establishment of a State Medical Service to do for the people in peace what the Armywilledical Service
is doing for the troops in war.
1

H

APPY is the writer who is asked to discuss such a
topic as mine in these tragic days. For the war has
meant the provision of unexampled opportunities
for learning, for trying, and trying again, and for checking
our results by the colossal numbers concerned ; while the
finest, skill and best energy of the most splendid medical
service in the world—the one part of our Army which the
Germans imitated when they were reconstructing theirs—
have been bent to the task of making the most of such an
experience. Hence, in little more than two years, medicine
and surgery have settled questions which had been dubious
for twenty, and have made discoverieS and advances which
another generation, in ordinary circumstances, might have
been content to witness. When victory and peace are ours,
and the total losses of life and property are measured, the
gains in everlasting and beneficent knowledge must be -put
upon the other side of the scale.
The conquest of the typhoid fevers and of tetanus, or
lockjaw, are pre-eminent in the medical history of the war
hitherto. Here are gains which will he held
by knowledge for mankind throughout the
ages.
In the Boer War we had 57,000 cases of
typhoid fever, and 8,oco deaths. In one
cemetery, outside Bloemfontein, are the bodies
of twelve hundred British soldiers, all killed
by this one disease. But the Boer War saw
also the first successful results—miserably
poor, we should now call them of a means
of preventing typhoid fever, which we owe
partly to Professor Calmette, of Lille, but
mainly to Colonel Sir Almroth Wright. In
the Siege of Ladysmith, Wright showed that
the body could be taught, by a small dose of
Dr. C. W.
typhoid poison, how to resist large doses made
by living typhoid microbes that might afterwards invade
it. Since that date this stupidly named " vaccination " the
calf has nothing to do with it—against typhoid had proved
itself sufficiently to be made compulsory in the Armies of
two great democracies—France and the United States.
-When the war broke out I imniediately urged the value
of this treatment upon our troops, with whose individual
choice the decision regarding it lay, and in lectUring to
them ever since upon this subject I have been furnished,
month by month, with arguments ever more and more
overwflelming as the records of this colossal experiment
have grown.
In January, 1916, I had official figures, for the troops and
the public, which showed a death-rate from typhoid thirtyone times higher among the—fortunately few unprotected
men than among the fortunately many—protected. In
June, 1916, the ratio was fifty to one.
Greatet Medical Triumph of the War
When the records Were made out to cover the whole of
the first two years of the war, the ratio was seventy to one
against the unprotected man. To have halved the deathrate— would have been a triumph, and the saving of
hundreds of thousands of lives, but it has been reduced to
one-seventieth. Nothing in the history of preventive
medicine has beaten this record of two years.
In Gallipoli there was so much enteric or typhoid-like
disease as to be a leading factor in our military failure
_there. Many of the cases were dysentery, against which

we had, and have, no means of preventive inoculation.
Very few were typhoid, and those almost wholly among the
uninoculated. Very many were due to one or other type,
called A and B, of a microbe very similar to the typhoid
microbe, but not the same. The disease they cause we call
paratyphoid. The typhoid inoculation was useless against
this. Since January, 1916, nothing has been used in the
Army but a new preparation made of typhoid toxin, as the
older one solely was, but also of the toxins, or poisons, of
the paratyphoid microbe, types A and B. The new stuff
is called " T.A.B.", and while the record against typhoid
is better than ever, paratyphoid. has been prevented also,
well-nigh to the exclusion of all deaths from this disease.
Antitoxin Treatment of Tetanus
Would that we had had " T.A.B." for Gallipoli I But it did
not exist in 1915. Our soldiers who were inoculated before
1916 must be more than content to be done again now,
notwithstanding that I, or anyone else, may have told them
that the protection was probably good " for
three years or the duration of the war." That
was only against typhoid, but its hateful
relative can now be prevented also. As for
the typhoid cases that do occur, they are
scarcely recognisable. The disease is a different thing in the inoculated, so mild and
destitute of features that doctors and nurses
feel their time is wasted in looking after it.
That is the greatest medical triumph of the
war, and I have no space to discuss more than
one other of the highest value. Not that the
study of the heart, and of rheumatism, and of
dysentery, for instance, has not been greatly
{1 anal 7
and permanently advanced since August,
Saleeby
1914—for, indeed, that is so ; but the record
of the conquest of lockjaw stands above all else but that of
completeness.
typhoid for its blessing and
The microbe of lockjaw, or tetanus, lives a few inches
below the surface of manured soils in particular. It has not
troubled our Allies fighting high in the Alps, the Caucasus,
or the Carpathians. It did not trouble us half a generation
ago on the virgin veldt. But the area of the Marne has
long been known to French physicians for the number of
`lockjaw cases that came from this highly cultivated and
intensively treated part of the soil of France. Here it was
that our men were set to help save Paris and the world in
the autumn of 1914. Too many of them came home, not
very badly wounded, and developed lockjaw in our hospitals
here, of which many died ; and this is one of the few modes
of death that are cruel and agonising.
Now there has been a remedy for lockjaw, known and used
somewhat for many years. We have only two of its class:
One is the diphtheria antitoxin; the beneficent antidote
to the toxin or poison of diphtheria or " croup." For
rather more than twenty years this blessed remedy has
been saving children's lives by many thousands every year
all the world over, The horse's blood supplies it. Nor is
there any other use of this noble animal that can compare
with its production of the blessed antidote that daily and
nightly is saving the lives of stricken children. We take
some of the toxin, made by the diphtheria microbe, inject it
into the horse, which is very resistant and suffers no hurt
because it quickly and effortlessly produces in its blood the
Continued on page 533
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Germany Ripe for Peace : Look on This Picture-.And on This Young England Ripe for Anything
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A German prisoner captured at the end of 1916. Dejection written in every line of his figure, he is good explanation of Germany's desire for
peace. With the Prussian Guard beaten by hastily-trained British Territorials, the Kaiser's hopes rest now in steadily failing hands.

Health, buoyant spirits, good temper, and gay gallantry—all that make up moral "—is stamped upon this English Tommy's face, with ics
laughing eyes and row of splendid teeth. The endurance, determination, and invincible courage of our troops are unprecedented is history.

The War illustrated, 27th January,_ 1917.
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antiseptics are priceless additions to surgery, and to medicine, too. One of them, for instance, called " ChloramineT," is a boon to the military surgeon, and will be a boon to
him no less when he becomes a civil surgeon again ; but the
physician is no less grateful for it. He takes people who,
though not ill themselves, have the germs of spotted
fever " in their noses, fit to kill other people with, and
exposes these " carriers " to the vapour of Chloramine-T
in suitable apartments, so that the germs are killed, and
the carriers are carriers no longer. We shall be very happy
when we have something similar for typhoid " carriers,"
and that may not be long.
A famous experimenter, N. Alexis Carrel, a Frenchman
who has done his scientific work in America, and who lately
won the Nobel Prize, has now been at work a long time in
his hospital at Compiegne. He and others are teaching
us that, very often, to apply powerful antiseptics to a very
dirty wound may do as much harm as good ; but if we continuously irrigate the wound, perhaps for many hours at a
time, with just the right kind of solution, not irritant or
caustic, but well devised after years of experiment, we may
wash all the poison away and enable the wound to be sewn
up and heal at once, with nothing more to drain away from it.

antidote, or antitoxin. -A few drops of such blood will Save
even a choking child, in hosts of cases, and the horse may
live and thrive for a decade, or fifteen years, as in one recent
instance, meanwhile saving the lives of some thousands
of children,
The only other disease where an antitoxin can thus be
prepared is lockjaw. But the real value of the lockjaw
antitoxin was in doubt, and now we see why. It- had been
used, as we used it, with scant success, after the Battle of
the Marne, when the symptoms had already 'appeared.
Immediate Administration the Secret
Our experience with diphtheria should have taught us.
There we find that, roundly, the antidote reduces the
death-rate amongst the desperate cases, where the windpipe
has had to be opened for the child to breathe, from seventy
to twenty - per cent ; but it reduces the death-rate to
nothing at all when given on the first 'day of
infection.
Very well. To-day the Army surgeon gives the lockjaw
antitoxin to every wounded man, as a matter of routine,
practically as soon as the man is seen, and the results are
the same as in the case of diphtheria. The records of the
disease have been practically wiped out. Now we know,
Evolution of the Medical Profession
and for ever henceforth, even when this War and its authors
Never, of course, in the history of the world have
are but remote historic examples of wickedness and its
limbs and lives been saved after woundS such as surgery has
Nemesis, we shall save life accordingly. It is good to know
conquered in this war. One can well understand the
that enough lockjaw antitoxin is now being prepared from
general feeling in our great hoSpitals now, that any surgeon,
horses in England and France to save the lives, not only of
however distinguished, who has not seen practice in this
wounded men, but of their equine fellows, wounded in our
war is now obsolete and of no account. It is not time but
service, many of whom would otherwise die of this cruel
events that make history.
disease.
Lastly, what of the evolution of the profession under the
I will say less about surgery than medicine now, because
influence of the war ? There has been an unheard-of
the most important of the surgical advances are still in a
demand for qualified women, and numbers of girls, never
stage too early for final judgment. But,_ of course, the
before imagined, have begun medical studies. For the
surgeons- have had unexampled demands made upon them,
first time in my own University of Edinburgh the women
and have solved many new problems as well as many old
students are attending all the University classes. All
ones. We have been learning from the French in this country
enlightened persons must welcome this sign of the times.
ever since we had a history, and we are learning from them
We shall need more women than ever now for the task
still. Every French soldier went info the war equipped
which I call " savin,the future "—the care of our priceless
with a little tincture of iodine in a glass vessel, which he
motherhood and infancy.
b
could break to spread this safe and cleanly antiseptic over
If disease can be prevented in the Army, can it not be
his own or his comrade's wound at the shortest possible
prevented in the nation ? And if it can, what is our duty,
notice. Our men are now so provided, also, and the value
and when ? These questions answer themselves. A
of this simple device laas long been proved.
State Medical Service is as sure to come as to-morrow. It
. Discovery of New Antiseptics
will be genuinely preventive, and will sweep away the
Iodine is not powerful enough to kill the lockjaw microbe deplorable transition stage of panel doctoring. In a
in every case; but for that, fortunately, another counter is Conservative paper I steadily supported Mr. Lloyd George
available. Many other microbes, otherwise dangerous, the and his Insurance Bill against the trend of medical opinion,
iodine disposes of thus as soon as they gain entry through knowing that a State service was the ultimate goal ; but I
the breach in the skin ; and that is a great boon.
did not know that it was so near at hand. Forthwith a
As for other antiseptics, the war has taught us to think Ministry of Health, and then we shall be ready to begin.
much less than we used of some Ion,familiar, and to seek
Next Article :
for others, with more power againstb the invaders and less
WOMANHOOD AFTER THE WAR
against the body of the soldier himself. Some of these new
By Cicely Hamilton

[Bcitish official photograrA.

QUININE PARADE IN THE BALKANS.—Prevention of disease is the chief aim' of the Army Medical Service—injection against
typhoid and against tetanus directly a wound is inflicted. As a preventive against malarial troubles quinine is served out to the
troops at Salonika and, as shown here, to the native labourers with them.
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Merry Hearts That Make for Victory

Scotsmen at the entrance to their but hailing the smiting morn of New Year's Day. (British official photograph.) Right A merry
Australian tries the effect of a smasher hat on his camel, and is hugely amused by the complacent dignity of his odd mannequin.

A group of Anzacs front the camera with the candid smile of cheery cOnfidence.
(British official photograph.) Right : The crew of a British destroyer found this hog
on a Greek island and adopted it as their ship's pet. Its favourite food Is oranges.

,Alko,',54%4AVAAcir.4.

Ruin of a bath found in a wrecked German position by our gay fellows as they advanced. Rightly A. humorous Guardsman enjoys a joke
with another wounded Tommy. Not even, wounds all over their anatomy seem able to depress the splendid spirits with which our
troops entered the New Year. (British official photographs.).
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'Mid the Mountains and Marshes of Africa

Artillery coming into action in East Africa. The area of the campaign:against the Germans in their last remaining colony is vast, and
every type of country has been encountered—here are arid plains where movement was comparatively easy over the parched herbage.

View of another typical part of the country where General Smuts' troops have been fighting—bare mountain peaks frowning over foot—
hills clothed with ferny verdure. Inset : The German commandant of Bukoba, taken prisoner when the British captured the port.

In some of the low—lying regions the trenches were flooded so deep that the men at the loopholes were up to their armpits in water. While, •^ owing to the warmer climate, the consequent suffering was less than in flooded Flanders, equal endurance was required in the men.
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Axe and Saw After Bomb and Bayonet
British Official Photographs

Close to the growing timber that will be cut up in it, a sawmill is
here being built round the engine which will supply the power.

All that was left of a wrecked home on the
western front—an overturned bed.

Fitting the revolving saw into the place which it is too
mill that will eat into the woodland.

ilpy in th,

Lieut. Smyth, V.C., who won his cross at Riahebourg L'Avoue, returning at the dead of
his gallant company of Sikhs after a spell in the trenches.

Carpenters were at times- selected from among their comrades, and Where weapons of war had destroyed the implements of agriculture
sat to work at their craft on such tasks as this behind the lines,
this guide awaited those to whom he wac to act as pilot.

t rat ed, 27th January ,
1917.

COSSACK SCOUTS AND GERMAN PATROL.—Cossacks share with Red Indians the
reputation of being the most wonderful trick riders and mounted warriors in the world
Astonishing and true stories are told of their genius in training their horses to understand
their slightest wish, to wheel at a word or a whistle, and to swim streams while their riders

stand in the stirrups crossed over the saddle. True affection exists between the Cossack and
his horse, and together the pair form a most formidable fighting unit. Mr. Stanley Wood here
depicts some Cossack scouts with the Russian army in Rumania taking cover behind their
horses, which have lain down on the ground, and engaging a German cavalry patrol.
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IN THE A KE T HOURS
Alarums and Excursions During a Night Watch
By Max Pemberton

I

T is the very witching tine of night. The man who is
" standing to " adds without hesitation that hell
itself breathes out contagion on the world.
- Silence how dead and darkness how profound ! In that
silence what dreams may come ! They will be of Blighty,._
\to be sure—of faces unforgotten and homes in which there
is no darkness. Let it be also the New Year watch, and
the dreamer will pluck the holly from the wall. The
wassail-bowl is steaming,' and he hears the music of the
dance.
Let us consider what kind of a night it is for the sub.
and the sergeants who have the job in hand.
There was a little fall of rain about sunset, and after
that a raw wind blowing and a sky which began to clear.
It fell exceedingly dark about nine, and later on the relief
came up from the rest billets. There was no silence then.;
An army, as Captain Bairnsfather has said wittily, moves
upon its stomach. These fellows, who_are just in, marched
tarough a wood and what was left of a Village ; ' turned a
dangerous corner of a lane and crossed a boggy common,
where they fell flat as any clown a policeman has trodden
upon. The crawl covered a good quarter of a mile. There
were shells bursting away upon the road they had not
taken—crimson flashes as of forked lightning in the air ;
a far-away booming of cannon, and the nearer crack of
the shrapnel. But not much mischief was done, and the
relief got through and entered the labyrinth—we will not
say cheerfully.
What the Mist May Hide
So here they are a few of them, very few, in the
dangerous first-line trench ; a larger number some two
hundred yards away ; and the bulk in Number 3 at the
rear. They have vigilant days and nights: before them,
but their mood is optimistic. Fritz is no bon,- anyway.
They are men- of the New Army, but they know their
duty, and will do it with courage. They have returned
' upon no balmy night of spring, and there is no nightingale
to serenade them. The trenches show pools of water
here and there, despite the pumps. The dug-outs are full
of damp, and the cold strikes to the very marrow. A
sentry, looking out over No Man's Land, sees the dank
mist rising like a pestilence from the sodden plain to cloak
the peril beyond and to school the mind to fears. What
is hidden by that chilling curtain ? Anything may be
there—the Boche creeping like an Indian, a grenade in
his hand ; raiders advancing with bomb and bayonet ;
or merely the unburied dead who no longer stare blindly
at the stars. The sentry listens with ears which would
prick at the snapping of a- twig. He sees ghosts in the
mist. If he be a very young soldier, no one knows what
he may not do. Rifles go off by accident at these times,
and tne " Stand to " will bring a full round oath from the
dug-out. Nevertheless, it is all in the game,' and better to
" Stand to " for a bogey than to be spitted through in
what courtesy calls your bed.
Exploring in No Man's Land
Be it said that this is a rolling down-like country, and
that the town lies yonder five miles behind vou. It is still
a town with streets and shops, and a church wherein the
white-headed old priest yet calls upon God to bless France
—the, very pink of towns, our fellows think it, and wish
to heaven they were within its ancient walls to-night.
Before them there are other towns, but they are a very
long way off, and all sorts of horrible things are being done
by the Huns therein. You say " X
is over there,"
and you point to the sky-line you cannot see, and think
of the be-cloaked Hun cracking his whip in those gloomy
streets, and hear the cries of woe. The night watch
permits all this kind of thing, when a man rolls himself

up on his shelf and the other man tells him in music that
he is the only girl in the world.
Now, in this particular front-line trench there are very
few of us—only eight to the half a mile on this occasion.
All are very vigilant, for though it is the hour, of mists,
it should be the hour of moonlight _later on, end there is'
work to be done. The sub.—that cheery little fellow
about five foot one, with the moustache Nyhiett.you can
identify when the light is gbod, and the air 6f a ir ilittagnart .
---one of the best we have, is about - to cross (Air wire and
see what is doing where the Hun is at hOnfe'. No Red
Indian stalking a camp of white men could enjoy
more than our lieutenant will on this occaSion.' Let the fog lift but a -suspicion, and he and his -wilt be ever the top and away. That is a curious sensation, verily. Behind
is the trench wherein is security ; before is the great
unknown—the horrid field of the dead, the bog where the
water lies in a I-Mildred pools, and at every step you may
touch the waste of war.
Something May Be Doing at Dawn
The lieutenant is used to it, and crawls with the
skill which should play- bears of genius in a nursery
later on. He puts his hand upon the face of a dead
Man, and thinks nothing of it. His knees squelch in
the mud, his face is splashed by it. He hurts himself
upon a broken buckle or a helmet embedded, -even upon
the jagged fragment of a shell. But all this is in'the night's
work. Foot by foot he crawls, but the fog, the dreadful
silence, is all about him. Where is he ? 'The luminous
compass shows him his direction. He discovers now that
he has crawled beyond the bank of mist to a lonely ridge
of the higher ground ; he hears the low buzzing of voiees.
There are Germans talking in the very bowels of the earth
below him. Our gallant featherweight listens,- and--then
falls flat as a codfish. Above him a star-sipelb has burst
like a flame of silver in the sky. In its aureole the wilderness
is- revealed in all its ghastly desolation. The watcher fearsto lift a finger ; he hardly dares to breathe. But he has
learned what he wants to know—that the German first
line is well held to-night, and that something may be
doing at dawn.
So he turns back. It is always pleasant to :have your
eyes upon home, but the pleasure is enhanceef when von
know just where that home is. To-night the cafkriess and
the fog together make the latchkey a problem. Our little
party crawls 'as it went, but anon takes couragoand stands
up—a fatal move. The mists have drifted away hereabouts, and a second star-shell bursts high above them.
" Weary Willies" and "Rum Jars
Instantly there is the blowing of a whisth in -the depths
behind them. A machine-gun rattles like 'a boy's stick
against a paling. Our featherweight hears the bullets
singing about his ears, and runs like a good hin. He has
only the barbed-wire of his own trench to surmOunt now.
But who shall blame him if the gap is not where it should
be ? Give him five minutes and he would find his way
into the warren with the skill of a trained scout. But out
here in the dark, with the bullets rattling, who shall wonder
if the seat of his trousers suffers ? " Five pairs in a month ! "
he says ruefully, when at last he rolls down into the trench
—which means to say that incidentally he sat upon the
wire.
Here it may be said that bad things have happened in his
absence. That very good fellow, the captain of , the company, was knocked out in the sap with the sergeant-major
and his subaltern--all through one of those cursed " Weary
Willies " which a trench-mortar flings. Yon would- not
think that such ugly little devils—just-like little torpedoes
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mall feathers to direct their flight—could work such a
mischief. Yet here are three good men carried away on
stretchers because of one Of them. They were talking in the
sap about to-morrow's doings when the thing came over and
burst at their feet. One poor fellow got it in the stomach
and fell dead without a cry ; the sergeant-major was struck
in the leg ; the good captain in the chest. This will be a
bad night for him. They must carry him as they can down
the communication-trench, round corners innumerable, and
always with the chance of a great shell coming in as
they go. At the first of the dressing-stations they will do
what is possible ; but he has to be hurried on from one
surgeon to another, until in the middle of the night he is on
a stretcher and the men are trotting across the boggy
common. " For God's sake don't run ! " he cries: They
tell him that that is the most dangerous road in France
to-night, and their pace is unchecked.
Meanwhile, our featherweight has patched himself up
and taken • a new survey of the situation. It is more
comfortable here in the trench, to be .sure, but not without
its excitements. The fog has lifted now and The stars are
shining. There is a soft glimmer of light over No Man's
Land, and it is something to know that the dead alone
. e,
people it. For all that the. Hun himself is not
A whistle blows and our gay lieutenant dives again

Pa
self and say " That's all right I "-just an incident t.4
the night watch, and, after all, the dawn must coni- and
the sun and the welcome hours when you may really sleep.
So does hope rise expectant in the human breast, and so
does the night belie us. We are at the still hour before the
dawn when the mist is again like a white sea rolling over a
rocky shore ; when not a sound is to be heard, not a funeral
note ; when war and- the voice of war might have been a
thought to have passed into the records of the dead ; when
thought drones in a man's brain and he perceives nothing
clearly. All this is for a brief hour, and then the crash of
awakening. Neither " Weary Willies " nor " rum jars "
are the matter this time. It is just daylight, and the first
of the great shells comes hurtling over from the distant
German batteries. It bursts with a crash of tropical
thunder. High into the air go mud and wire and the
parapet of your sheltered trench. Another shell falls, and
another. The men in the dug-6ut hear the terrible thud=
ding above them, and wonder if it is to be the, end. The
watchers nail their flags to the pillars of destiny and
cry " Kismet." An " intensive bombardment "—then the
Hun is coming over. There will be no breakfast until he is
dead or we are taken.
Huns Bolt for their Warrens
So to the " stand to." The light reveals everything
clearly. The sun is coming up ; the mist has rolled away.
Again you see No Man's Land and the low hills beyond it
and the wan trees, and the broken spires of the, distant
villages. It is a lifeless plain, but war is about to conjure
the enemies of life from the caverns beneath it. The
bombardment has ceased for an instant, and yonder the
first of the steel helmets is to be,seen. It is the helmet of a
Hun, and hundreds will be after it before a man can count
twenty._ Now is our featherweight at his best, and now arc
his men truly splendid. The regiment is up ; the machineguns are busy. They sweep that plain with a hail of lead
in which no living thing can move. Away back, our own
artillery, warned by the telephone and by those great
silver bees in the sky above, rains its barrage Upon that
fearful waste. No hope for the Hun here. If he were not
such a devil you would pity him, for he goes down like corn
before the sickle—man after man, watch them staggering,
their arms outstretched, reeling, falling. In less than a
minute the few who live have turned tail and are bolting
wildly for their warrens. The attack has failed ; the sun
is shining. We can get to breakfast noW !

alkiater-filled shell-holes along the front prove horrible
traps for man and beast. These Poilus have dragged
out a mule too exhausted to move after vain efforts to
extricate itself. (British official photograph.)

beneath the ground. A " rum jar " is coming
this time: A -weird fellow is the " rum jar,"
a great can of high explosives which turns over
and over in the air like a badly-kicked football, falls with a terrible thud, and will destroy
everything in the particular traverse it strikes.
You can dodge it, though, and for that the
whistle is blown—so many blasts for you to get
to the right, so many to the left, but into shelter
by all means—for this fellow will destroy every
living thing in the particular traverse it enters.
Not three days ago it blew a gallant Highlander
sixty yards out of his own trench into the second
lines behind him, and although he was unscratched, not a bone of his body remained whole.
The " rum jar," happily, -is a Tara ttvis. The
night will give you whiz-bangs, and these you
cannot dodge. The words describe them exactly Men of the Entente to the rescue. A couple of mules badly bogged in a shell-holy
on
—whiz and then bang ! — it is all Over before pond, having been pulled safely to the bank, are being helped to find their feet
and a British comrade. (British offi cial
you can hold your breath. You pinch your- terra firma by two French soldiers
photograph.)
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Helping the Horse and Harrying the Hun

Artillerymen on the water-logged ways of Flanders have to be ever ready to befriend their horses, which are liable to get stuck in the
terialeioiss mud where roadways become like rivers. Straggling but fixes the animal firmer ; here the men had to dig the patient
beast out.

Britons with bombs and bayonets making a vigorous assault on German trenches on the Somme front. The trio of Scottish bombers
have reached the parapet, and are launching their missiles to prepare the way for their comrades following with the cold steel.
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Keeping Constant Watch on King Constantine

Glimpse of the Pirzeus, the port of Athens whence the allied fleet dominates the capital of King Constantine. Several of the men—of—war
are in readiness to enforce those demands, over the full acceptance of which King Constantine has so frequently hesitated.

Arrival of shipload of horses at Salonika, fa!ntly seen at the foot
of the hills leading to the front where the animals are required.

Bound for the East on a French transport Many of the men are inspecting with evident interest the gun placed in readiness to be
used against enemy submarines. Above: Massive crane lifting the carriage of a heavy gun at French artillery repair works.
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Determinatio Dumb Devotion and Dynamics

Ell min to come to hostile grips with. Some of Mangin's men
who drove the Germans out of Douaumont.

-Frebcb no (148) gun on its monstrous moving carriage. Inset above : A Red Cross dog upon the battlefield carrying in his mouth he
cap of a wounded Zouave as proof to the stretcher—bearers that he has found someone in need of help, to whom he will guide them forthwith.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Capt. F. C. SELOUS, D.S.O., Capt. F. G. A. ARKWRIGHT
Frontiersmen's Battalion.
Hussars and R.F.C.

Capt. G. G. BLACKBURN,
West Yorkshire Regt.

Lieut. J. M. J. KENNY,
A.S.C.. att. R.F.C.

Capt. J. D. WHYTE,
Royal Sussex Regt.

Capt. H. S. WRIGHT,
Manchester Regt.

Capt. R. F. GOSSETT,

Capt. E. L. BERKINSHAW,
Canadian Mounted Rifles.

Capt. H. G. NOBBS,

Lieut. D. W. LL. JONES,
London Regt.

East Yorkshire Regt.

London Regt.

Frederick ('ourtenay Scions, the famous big-game hunter and explorer, had
Captain
G been identified with Africa since 1871. He took part in the Matabeleland Campaign
of 1893. Sixty-five years of age, he went to East Africa early in 1915 with the Legion of
Frontiersmen, and shortly afterwards was transferred to the Frontiersmen's Battalion as
lieutenant. He was awarded the D.S.O. in September last, on the recommendation of
General Smuts, " for conspicuous gallantry, resource, and endurance." Captain Scions
leaves two sons, one of whom is in the R.F.C., and the other at Sandhurst.
Sec.-Lieut. Arthur A. France was for many years an architect in Bradford. He was
fifty-two years of age when he joined the Canadian Army Medical Corps, and a year later
was given a commission. His son is a private in a Canadian regiment.
See.-Lieut. John Scarlett Pym, D.C.M., Queen's (Royal West Surrey Regiment), was
only son of Fleet-Paymaster Walter Pym, 11.N., District Paymaster II .M. Coast Guard.
In Canada when war broke out, he enlisted in the Royal Canadian Dragoons, and won
tne D.C.M. at Festubert by rescuing a wounded comrade in a zone swept by incessant
fire. He was gazetted to the Queen's in October, 1916.
Sec.-lient. Robert Henry Tomlinson, King's (Liverpool Regiment), was son cf Mr. John
Tomlinson. of Moss Lane, Orrell Park, Liverpool. Thirty years of age and an old Territorial,
he volunteered for active sarvice and went to France with his 'regiment as sergeant in
February, 1915. Wounded at Givenchy he was invalided home, and obtained his Commission in July, 1915. After some months' service as musketry officer he returned to
France, and died of wounds in Rouen General Hospital.

Sec.-Lt. H. D. CROMPTON
R.F.A. and R.F.C.

Lieut. J. R. PONTON,
Canadian Infantry.

See.-Lt. A. A. FRANCE,
Canadian Army Medical Corps.

Lieut. A. V. L. CORRY,
Grenadier Guards.

Sec.-Lt. C. L. DAVIES,
Middlesex, att. Berkshire Regt.

Sec.-Lt. J. S. PYM, D.C.M.,
Royal West Sarrey Regt.

Sec.-Lt. E. H. TOMLINSON,
King's (L.verpocl

Sec.-Lt. W. A. BURROWS,
London Regt.

Sec.-Lt. G. W. DAMPIER,
R.F.C.

See.-Lt. V. F. NEWTON,
Royal Welsh Fusiliers.

Sec.-Lt. B. T. CHIPPINDALL
Somerset Light Infantry.
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